but, for decades, they have suffered from a dire lack of resources. This has meant that the 3 million yearly visitors who have flocked there for the trees, trails, and streams have been greeted with graffiti, trash, and safety hazards.

For over 10 years, I and others who love these mountains have fought to get the San Gabriels the resources they deserve; and, just 1 year ago, we celebrated as President Obama declared them a national monument—opening the door to new funding.

Today, I am introducing the San Gabriel Mountains, Foothills and River Protection Act to expand that monument and to create a new national recreation area. This bill, with the support of local water, conservation, and recreation groups, will complete the vision of a city seamlessly and sustainably connected to its mountains, mountains that are accessible for all.

DYSLEXIA AWARENESS MONTH

(Mr. WESTERMAN asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute.)

Mr. WESTERMAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise today because October is Dyslexia Awareness Month.

According to the National Center for Learning Disabilities, nearly 5.8 million students in the U.S. have been diagnosed with a learning disorder. Up to one in five of these students suffers from dyslexia.

This learning disability causes difficulty with reading comprehension, math, and a variety of other subject areas. More research is needed to understand dyslexia so students receive research-based instruction and have the best opportunities to learn and succeed in the 21st century.

That is why I have cosponsored the REAL Act, a bill that requires the National Science Foundation to fund dyslexia research. This bill is good for students, good for educators, and good for America.

RAISE THE DEBT LIMIT

(Mr. HECK of Washington asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. HECK. Mr. Speaker, November 3 is when we reach our statutory budget limit. That is when we must raise our debt limit or we default on our obligations: Social Security payments, Medicare reimbursements, and military paychecks.

Some critics don’t want us to raise the limit. They say that spending is too out of control; but, frankly, that is like going into a restaurant, eating a meal, and then skipping out on the check, leaving you wanted to save on calories. If that happens, you are not paying what you owe.

Even if you commit to spending nothing more, you are still on the hook for your financial obligations and commitments. I have a lot of hardworking small-business owners in my district. They don’t skip out on their bills, and they don’t expect the government to either.

There is no doubt about it. Our economy will suffer. At a time when our budget deficit is at its lowest level in 8 years, we should not take this step backward. Let’s pay our bills, not torch our economy.

RESTORING AMERICANS’ HEALTHCARE FREEDOM RECONCILIATION ACT OF 2015

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, pursuant to House Resolution 483, I call up the bill (H.R. 3762) to provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 2002 of the concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2016, and ask for its immediate consideration.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. CARTER of Georgia) pursuant to House Resolution 483, the amendment printed in House Report 114–303 is adopted, and the bill, as amended, is considered read.

The text of the bill, as amended, is as follows:

H.R. 3762
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

(a) Short Title.—This Act may be cited as the “Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 2015”.

(b) Table of Contents.—The table of contents of this Act is as follows:

SEC. 1. Short title; table of contents.

TITLE I—COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE

SEC. 101. Repeal of automatic enrollment requirement.

TITLE II—COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCED

SEC. 201. FEDERAL PAYMENT TO STATES.

TITLE III—COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

SUBTITLE A—Revenue Provisions

SEC. 301. Repeal of individual mandate.

SEC. 302. Repeal of employer mandate.

SEC. 303. Repeal of medical device excise tax.

SEC. 304. Repeal of the tax on employee health insurance premiums and health plan benefits and related reporting requirements.

SUBTITLE B—Repeal of Independent Payment Advisory Board

SEC. 311. Repeal of Independent Payment Advisory Board.

TITLE I—COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCED

SEC. 101. REPEAL OF AUTOMATIC ENROLLMENT REQUIREMENT.

(A) in paragraph (2)(B) by striking clauses (1) and (ii),
(B) in paragraph (3)(B) by striking “2014” and all that follows and inserting “2014.”,
(C) in paragraph (3) by striking subparagraph (D).
(2) Section 500A(e)(1) of such Code is amended by striking the item relating to subchapter E.
(3) The table of subchapters for chapter 32 of such Code is amended by striking paragraph (5).
(E) E FFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall apply to months beginning after December 31, 2014.

SEC. 303. REPEAL OF MEDICAL DEVICE EXCISE
TAX.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Chapter 32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking subchapter E.
(3) Paragraph (2)(B) of such Code is amended by striking the last sentence.
(c) C LERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of sections for chapter 32 of such Code is amended by striking the item relating to subchapter E.
(d) E FFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this section shall apply to sales in calendar quarters beginning after the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 304. REPEAL OF THE TAX ON EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS AND HEALTH PLAN BENEFITS AND RELATED REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.
(a) EXCISE TAX.—Chapter 32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by striking section 4980H.
(b) REPORTING REQUIREMENT.—Section 4980H(a) of such Code is amended by inserting “and” at the end of paragraph (12), by striking “and” at the end of paragraph (13) and inserting a period, and by striking paragraph (14).
(c) C LERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of sections for chapter 32 of such Code is amended by striking the item relating to section 4980H.
(d) E FFECTIVE DATES.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided by paragraph (2), the amendments made by this section shall apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 2017.
(2) REPORTING REQUIREMENT.—The amendment made by subsection (b) shall apply to calendar years beginning after December 31, 2014.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The bill shall be debateable for 2 hours equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Budget or their designees.

The gentleman from Georgia (Mr. PRICE) and the gentleman from Maryland (Mr. VAN HOLLEN) each will control 60 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Georgia.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that all Members may have 5 legislative days in which to revise and extend their remarks on H.R. 3762, the Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 2015.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Georgia?

There was no objection.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, this year, for the first time in over a decade, Congress adopted a 10-year balanced budget agreement. The House and Senate were able to agree on a plan that would reduce spending by over $5 trillion, save and strengthen important health and retirement programs, provide for a strong national defense, and support a growing economy with greater opportunity for more Americans to achieve their dreams.

It is a bold plan at a time in our Nation’s history when we face tremendous fiscal and economic challenges, challenges that are being fueled by an ineffective, inefficient, and unaccountable government bureaucracy right here in Washington. It is this bureaucracy that is interfering in the daily lives and livelihoods of the American people.

The most prominent example of how intrusive Washington has become is the President’s healthcare law.

ObamaCare imposes taxes and onerous mandates on individuals, families, and job creators. It undermines the sacred doctor-patient relationship. It is driving up the cost of health care with higher premiums and higher deductibles, while destroying access to quality, innovative healthcare choices. It is discouraging work and making job creation and economic growth more challenging. All this, Mr. Speaker, at a time when we are experiencing the worst economic recovery in the modern era.

Now, when Congress passed our bicameral budget resolution earlier this year, we initiated a powerful process called reconciliation. Under reconciliation, we are able to move legislation through the House and the Senate in an expedited manner and put a bill on the President’s desk. So with the legislation before us today, the Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act, we are using this powerful policy tool to help end ObamaCare’s attack on Americans’ health care and its attack on our economy. We are doing so to pave the way for a more appropriate, responsive, patient-centered healthcare system that puts patients, families, and doctors in charge of health care, not Washington, D.C.

Under the guidelines of our budget and the rules governing reconciliation, three committees in the House—the Education and Workforce Committee, the Ways and Means Committee, and the Energy and Commerce Committee—produced individual pieces of legislation to repeal major components of ObamaCare. The House Budget Committee then took those pieces and combined them into a single bill that we have now brought to the House floor today.

The Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act repeals the individual and the employer mandates. It repeals the onerous Cadillac tax, it repeals the medical device tax, and it repeals an ObamaCare slush fund as well as mandated employer and employee costs. Additionally, it prohibits, for 1 year, taxpayer dollars from being used to pay abortion providers that are prohibited under the legislation, while dedicating additional resources—that is, more money, Mr. Speaker—to community healthcare centers across this country for women’s health care.

Taken together, the Congressional Budget Office and the Joint Committee on Taxation estimate that this legislation will lower deficits by $130 billion over the 10-year budget window. Roughly $51 billion of those savings would come from the positive macroeconomic effect of what we are proposing. CBO and JCT report that this bill will lead to an increase in the labor supply, an increase in economic growth, an increase in capital investment, and an increase in total compensation. That is take-home pay, Mr. Speaker. It would also eliminate work disincentives while decreasing Federal borrowing.

The major components of ObamaCare that are repealed under this legislation represent the core of the coercive nature of the President’s healthcare law. Policies that are forcing people into a healthcare system that Washington is simultaneously making more expensive, less accessible, lower quality, and more intrusive. It is about the men and women, the families that we have the privilege of representing who know that the only folks who should be making personal healthcare decisions are individuals, their doctors, and their families.

This debate is about the millions of Americans who have seen their premiums go up and their deductibles go up and the out-of-pocket costs skyrocket after being told that the law, in fact, would bring those costs down, which it has not.
This is about low-wage workers, Mr. Speaker—2.6 million, according to the Hoover Institution—who are at risk of seeing their working hours cut because of ObamaCare. This is about those Americans, particularly the three in four Americans living in rural parts of our country who found that, in many cases, their healthcare coverage comes with such narrow provider networks that they have to travel long distances to find the treatment they need and run up the cost of even higher costs.

Mr. Speaker, we can do better. We can do better by these Americans and all Americans who long for a healthcare system that is responsive to their needs, that is accessible and affordable and not contributing to the decline of economic opportunity and job security.

There are positive patient-centered solutions that would advance the cause of quality health care in this country, and no one of these require handing authority over to Washington. ObamaCare puts Washington in charge. We want to put the American people in charge of their healthcare decisions, and an important step in that direction is the legislation that we have before us today.

I urge my colleagues to vote in favor of this legislation. I look forward to this debate and moving forward on this effort and putting a bill on the President’s desk.

I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, this bill and the vote we are going to have today is, I guess, a fitting end to an unproductive and shameful week in the United States Congress.

Yesterday, we just witnessed an incredible abuse of power where a so-called Benghazi, a so-called Benghazi committee, funded by taxpayer money, conducted their political witch hunt against Secretary Clinton. The Republican majority leader in this own body told the Nation on television that it was about bringing down Hillary Clinton’s polls. That dishonors the memory of the four Americans who were killed in Benghazi.

Then earlier this week, this Congress passed legislation that says, you know what’s funny about this? That’s United States Government doesn’t have to pay all of its bills. We will just pay some of our bills. Forget about the full faith and credit of the United States. We will decide we are going to pay some people and not others.

It is as if, Mr. Speaker, one of us got up in the morning and said we are just going to make our mortgage payments but forget about the car payments, or we are going to pay this person but not that person. When the United States Government tries to do that, the economy goes downhill fast.

To add insult to injury, they said, when we are going to pay certain people, we are going to pay the big bondholders first. The Government of China and Wall Street, they are going to get paid. Our veterans aren’t going to get paid. Our soldiers aren’t going to get paid.

I hope our colleagues are reading what they are passing here in the United States Congress, because that is what they did earlier this week.

So what are we doing here today? For the 61st time in this House of Representatives, my colleagues are moving forward on legislation to dismantle the Affordable Care Act.

Now, the chairman is entitled to his own opinions. He is not entitled to his own facts. All you have to do is read the report of the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office that analyzed this bill, and here is what they say: that, as a result of this legislation, insurance coverage would decline by about 16 million people in most years; 3 million of those people would be children.

Why in the world are we here on the floor of the House of Representatives passing legislation that is going to take away affordable health care to 15 million Americans, including 3 million children?

Look at this chart, Mr. Speaker. This shows the decline in the number of uninsured people in the United States. As you can see, you see a rapid drop in the number of uninsured Americans as a result of the Affordable Care Act. Our Republican colleagues’ bill wants to get rid of that progress, put all those people back in the position where they don’t have affordable health care.

They also want to go after women’s health programs, including Planned Parenthood, where the testimony from the chairman of the Oversight and Government Reform Committee, Mr. CHAFFETZ, is very clear. They haven’t violated any laws. He said it on national television. He was asked: “Is there any evidence, in your opinion, that Planned Parenthood has broken any laws?”

“No. I am not suggesting that they broke the law.”

It is another political witch hunt, just like the Benghazi hearing. You know what? When the regular committee found there was no wrongdoing by Planned Parenthood, our Republican colleagues created a special committee on Planned Parenthood.

Mr. Speaker, when the American people had been asked what they think of Congress these days, this is a chart of the words they come up with first: Ridiculous. Waste of time. Terrible. Frustrating.

You are just making this chart worse by coming here to this floor, for the 61st time, repealing the Affordable Care Act, a bill that you know has no chance of becoming law because, if it gets to the President’s desk, he has told this Congress long ago he will veto it because the President doesn’t want to get rid of affordable health care for 15 million Americans and 3 million American kids. The President doesn’t want to do it.

I am really, really disappointed that our Republican colleagues thought this was a good way to end an unproductive week. It is a sad and shameful statement of the state of affairs in this body.

I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, so we heard about Benghazi. We heard about the debt limit. It sounds kind of like a political speech, doesn’t it, Mr. Speaker?

The gentleman knows that there is nothing in this legislation that would keep families from purchasing coverage for their children—nothing, nothing at all.

The reconciliation package before us only provides tax relief to working families and individuals. It gives them the freedom from government coercion in the area of health care.

I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from Missouri (Mrs. HARTZLER), a wonderful and productive member of the Budget Committee.

Mrs. HARTZLER. Mr. Speaker, I thank the chairman for all the wonderful work you are doing to advance this bill and to advance our budget.

As a member of the Budget Committee, I am proud to support the Reoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act, which is a very, very important bill that does dismantle key provisions of ObamaCare that are harming people.

We were sent here to fight for the American people. They do not want their health care dictated to them by Washington, and they don’t want their tax dollars going to go abortion providers.

This bill protects life by stopping the flow of taxpayer dollars to abortion providers. The people have, for years, begged Congress to end the flow of taxpayer dollars to Planned Parenthood, especially in the wake of the recent horrendous videos showing Planned Parenthood officials exhibiting a blatant disregard for human life.

This bill places a moratorium on funding for abortion providers and redirects these funds to increase funding for community health centers. These health centers serve eight times more women patients than Planned Parenthood, and they provide more comprehensive care to women.

I am proud to support this bill, and I urge my colleagues to support it as well.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Mr. TED LIEU), a distinguished member of the Committee on the Budget.

Mr. TED LIEU of California. Mr. Speaker, my parents immigrated to America because they saw that shining city upon the hill. America became exceptional because we invested in education, we invested in infrastructure.
that connected our States, in Social Security and Medicare that provided economic freedom for so many Americans.

But this budget bill, one of its main points is to defund Planned Parenthood. These are not the priorities of the American people. This is a hyperpartisan document that is just talking points for extremists.

It is time for the majority party to do what we were all elected here to do in Congress. We were elected to lead the greatest country on Earth. It is time we start acting like it.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Hyperpartisan. Mr. Speaker? Hyperpartisan? Let me show you a chart here. These are four items that are included in this piece of legislation, that includes in this piece of legislation:

Reducing, repealing the Prevention and Public Health Fund. When that bill itself came to the floor of the House, 147 Democrats voted "yes"—147.

Delay the individual mandate. When that bill came to the floor of the House, 27 Democrats voted "yes.”

Delay the employer mandate. When that bill came to the floor of the House, 35 Democrats voted "yes.”

Repeat a device tax. When that came to the floor of the House, 46 Democrats voted "yes.”

Mr. Speaker, these are mostly—mostly—bipartisan issues. The American people are for repeal of these portions of ObamaCare. Democrats in this House have recognized the wisdom of it.

I now yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. MOOLENAAR), another good member of the Committee on the Budget.

Mr. MOOLENAAR. Mr. Speaker, as the chairman mentioned, today we are voting to repeal some of the burdensome taxes and mandates the Obama administration placed on hardworking Americans with this healthcare law.

Today we have the opportunity to vote in a bipartisan way to end the individual mandate, the employer mandate, the medical device tax, the Cadillac tax, the slush fund, and the auto enrollment mandate.

The Affordable Care Act has proven to be unaffordable for millions of Americans who lost the coverage they enjoyed and must now pay higher premiums. Already hardworking families in my district have been told about the rate hikes that will make the healthcare premiums that they pay more expensive this next year.

Today we are repealing mandates. But, unfortunately, we are not, in this legislation, able to repeal the Independent Payment Advisory Board that eliminates consumer choice and access.

Today this is a positive step toward a system of patient-centered alternatives, with lower premiums that allow individuals to choose the coverage they want.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Wisconsin (Ms. MOORE), a distinguished member of the Committee on the Budget.

Ms. MOORE. Mr. Speaker, since we are considering this reconciliation bill, I looked up the word “reconciliation” because I thought maybe I don’t know what the word means. They say that reconciliation is a process of making consistent or compatible.

Mr. Speaker, there is nothing in the bill before us that is either consistent or compatible with a woman’s constitutional right to control her body. This bill is neither consistent nor compatible with a woman’s human right to reproductive freedom.

The only thing this bill reconciles is the majority’s machismo. Mr. Speaker, the stonewall resolve to deny women—especially the poorest women—in our country—access to health care. Despite the claims that you have heard here on this floor that “there is nothing to stop women from accessing health care,” just let me point out a few facts.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield an additional 30 seconds to the gentlewoman.

Ms. MOORE. Mr. Speaker, 78 percent of Planned Parenthood’s patients are at or below 150 percent of the poverty level, 41 percent of low-income women consider OB/GYN their primary source of health care, which Planned Parenthood provides, and in my own State, 14,000 women each year, many of whom are low income, do not have access to family planning services. I ask that we not pass this bill.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, as the gentlewoman just spoke to read the bill. In fact, the bill increases funding for women’s health care through the community health centers by $235 million in both fiscal year 2016 and fiscal year 2017.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Texas (Ms. JACKSON LEE), a distinguished member of the Committee on the Judiciary.

Ms. JACKSON LEE. Mr. Speaker, I don’t know why we are here this morning; I guess out of desperation. After 11 hours of trying to attack the former Secretary of State, now we come this morning to continue our attack on women and again to have Republicans address the Affordable Care Act that has, in my State, put a dent in some 25,000-plus who did not have health care.

Today we stand here with a bill that repeals the individual responsibility requirements that people must have their own health care; repeals the Independent Payment Advisory Board, which focuses on making Medicare solvent for our seniors; and the Prevention and Public Health Fund, which supports evidence-based programs designed to keep Americans healthy, prevent chronic infectious diseases, and reduce future healthcare costs.

Two days ago I was standing out in front of the United States Capitol calling out my State, the State of Texas, that about 3 days ago declared war on Planned Parenthood to close 39 different clinics.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield an additional 30 seconds to the gentlewoman.

Ms. JACKSON LEE. Closing the clinics would cut into the very essence of service to vulnerable women. It would cut into their mammogram services, their cervical cancer examinations. The Supreme Court just a year or a couple of months ago said this kind of deliberate and targeted attack was unconstitutional.

This bill just adds to it. Whether or not you add other clinics, the clinics in Texas, Planned Parenthood, have been there for years for the minorities, for young people, and others.

Mr. Speaker, this is not a reconciliation bill. This is another attack bill. We need to be able to stand for our women and women’s health care. Vote against this bill.

Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak in opposition of H.R. 3762, the Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act, because this bill does not restore healthcare Freedom.

This bill is not a serious effort to address this nation’s budgetary needs and its details reveal that it is another opportunity for the majority to hide behind a legislative gimmick in an attempt to kill the Affordable Care Act.

This is a waste of taxpayer money and this body’s legislative calendar, which has too few days left for wasting any of our time voting on bills that the President has communicated in writing that he will veto.

This bill is bad for the Affordable Care Act because it: continues the majority’s relentless crusade to put barriers between women and their right to have the healthcare provider and services that they want and need; repeals individual responsibility requirements that people must have their own health insurance; repeals the Independent Payment Advisory Board, which works to keep Medicare solvent; and repeals the Prevention and Public Health Fund, which supports evidence-based programs designed to keep Americans healthy, prevent chronic and infectious diseases and reduce future healthcare cost.

The news from across the nation regarding the healthcare freedom and choice created by the Affordable Care Act for first time health insurance consumers is overwhelmingly positive.

Unfortunately, today the majority has targeted a woman’s right to control her own healthcare by attempting to defund Planned Parenthood.

In my state of Texas, a law that would have cut off access to 75 percent of reproductive healthcare clinics in the state was challenged...
before the U.S. Supreme Court in 2014 and 2015. On October 2, 2014, the Supreme Court made unconstitutional a Texas law that required that all reproductive healthcare clinics that provided the full range of services would be required to have a hospital-style surgery center and staffing requirements. This requirement meant only 7 clinics would be allowed to continue to provide a full spectrum of reproductive healthcare to women. In 2015, the State of Texas once again threatened to shut down access to reproductive health care when it attempted to shutter all but 10 healthcare providers in the state of Texas. The Supreme Court once again intervened on the behalf of Texas women to block the move to close clinics in my state.

New attacks on women are now being couched with renewed attacks against the Affordable Care Act, which the majority has attempted to overturn with over 50 votes since its enactment. The attacks against Planned Parenthood is a social and economic statement that if you are a woman and have the means to think for yourself regarding your healthcare choices, but if you are poor or lack healthcare options you do not have that same right. Millions of women now have free coverage for comprehensive women’s preventive medical services, and rely upon Planned Parenthood for healthcare.

The reality is women who face difficult health care decisions do not do so lightly. Women in this nation have a right to self-determination. It is a fundamental human right and one that should be cherished.

The most important right is the ability of each person to determine their destiny and this right has to be freely exercised. Healthcare has become a fundamental right for our nation’s citizens with the best possible outcomes for the millions of people who had no healthcare due to pre-existing illnesses or were penalized with higher premiums for pre-existing conditions.

A documentary produced by the Harvard School of Public Health reported that between 2007 and 2010, overall deaths among Massachusetts residents between the age of 20 to 64 declined by 2.9%.

The decline in deaths was 4.5% for persons with illnesses that could be successfully treated through healthcare intervention such as those who have: tuberculosis; cancer; cardiac disease; Leukemia; Diabetes; Epilepsy; High blood pressure; All respiratory illnesses; and Pregnancy and childbirth.

Because of the Affordable Healthcare Act: 100 million Americans no longer have a lifetime limit on healthcare coverage. 17 million children with pre-existing conditions can no longer be denied coverage by insurers. 6.6 million young-adults up to age 26 can stay on their parents’ health insurance plans. 6.3 million Seniors in the “donut hole” have saved $6.1 billion on their prescription drugs. 3.2 million Seniors have access to free annual wellness visits under Medicare, and 360,000 Small Businesses are using the Health Care Tax Credit to help them provide health insurance to their workers.

Statistics on Texas and the Affordable Care Act reveal that: 3.8 million Texas residents receive preventative care services. 7 million Texans no longer have lifetime limits on their healthcare insurance. 300,731 young adults can remain on their parents’ health insurance until age 26. 5 million Texas residents can receive a rebate check from their insurance company if it does not spend 80 percent of premium dollars on healthcare. 4,029 people with pre-existing conditions now have health insurance.

This year for the first time insurance companies are banned from: discriminating against anyone with a preexisting condition; charging higher rates based on gender or health status; enforcing lifetime dollar limits; and enforcing annual-dollar limits.

Few people knew that health insurers viewed pregnancy as a pre-existing condition. Because of the Affordable Care Act women can no longer be charge higher rate just because they are women.

Attempts to weaken or end the ACA are wrong.

A January 2015, Gallup poll revealed that nationally the uninsured rate in the United States was reduced to 12.9%.

The uninsured rate nationally dropped 4.2% points since the enactment of the Affordable Care Act.

We are becoming a nation of equals when it comes to access to affordable healthcare insurance.

I ask my colleagues to join me in defeating another effort to turn the clock back on women’s rights and the healthcare safety-net that is assuring longer and healthier lives for millions of Americans.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentlewoman from Georgia (Ms. DeLAURO), a wonderful, contributing member of the Committee on the Budget and a member of the Committee on Rules as well.

MS. DELAURO. Mr. Speaker, I am excited to be here today, and I am saddened by some of the shriftiness of the conversation. This is the first reconciliation package that I have seen in the 4 1/2 years that I have been elected to this body.

In fact, more than half the Members of this institution have never seen a reconciliation bill come to the floor of this House. Why? Because Congress hasn’t functioned in a way where the House and the Senate have been able to come together to do this. That is happening this year for the first time. We ought to be celebrating that.

To hear this described as a partisan exercise—and I understand folks have a lot of grievances, and this may just be the day that folks are going to air all of the grievances. But to describe this as a partisan exercise misses the point that the only bipartisanship in this entire conversation is around trying to reject the damaging provisions of the President’s healthcare bill.

After all, when this was jammed through using the reconciliation process, it was jammed through in a partisan fashion. The bipartisan vote was a vote "no."

When we tried to deal with the slush fund of going for all sorts of hacks to programs that we would reject, the bipartisan vote was the vote to abolish it, as this bill does today. The bipartisan vote was to delay the individual mandate, as this bill abolishes today. The bipartisan vote was to delay the employer mandate, as this bill does today.

I understand that there is a lot that divides us in this body and in this Nation, but this is a day for celebration. This is a day for the chairman for what he has been able to do. He has been able to do what no other chairman has been able to do in the 4 1/2 years I have been in this institution, and that is bring the House and the Senate together around a budget for the States of America. I am proud of what we have done, we have done together.

If this has to be a day of airing of the grievances, let it be a day of airing of the grievances, but let it not be said that it is a partisan exercise. The bipartisanship exists in this reconciliation package. I hope we come together on it today.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, with all respect to Mr. WOODALL, we don’t have time today to talk about health care for 15 million Americans, including 3 million American children. That is not our definition of bipartisanship.

I urge all my colleagues to read the Congressional Budget Office report. The Congressional Budget Office is headed by someone who was chosen by our Republican colleagues, and their report tells us this legislation will take away affordable health care from 15 million Americans. That is nothing to celebrate.

I now yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Connecticut (Ms. DeLAURO), the very distinguished ranking member of the Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies of the Committee on Appropriations.

MS. DELAURO. Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to this bill. It is deja vu all over again. This bill represents the major partisanship that is undermining, or repeal the Affordable Care Act, legislation that, yes, has brought health care to millions of Americans and significantly reduced prescription drug costs for seniors.

The bill is also the latest installment of the majority’s crusade against women’s health. It targets Planned Parenthood again, an organization that provides millions of low-income Americans with lifesaving services many families cannot get anywhere else.

Finally, it threatens to cut nearly $3 billion from efforts to protect people against deadly diseases: measles, listeria, Ebola.

Why are we wasting time on ideological attacks such as this? There are so many real issues to deal with. Wages are stagnant. Families are struggling to make ends meet. Stop playing games. Return to serving the American people. You should start by voting against this disgraceful bill. Mr. Speaker, may I inquire as to the amount of time remaining on each side?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Georgia has 46 1/2 minutes remaining. The gentleman from Maryland has 48 1/2 minutes remaining.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time as well.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, the understanding of the chairman was that we were going to divide the time equally between three committees at the beginning in 15-minute segments. May I inquire of the gentleman from Maryland if that plan has changed?

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. No. That is my understanding of the agreement, too. Would it be possible, Mr. Speaker, to just tell us—I guess we can do the math—how much time in the 15 minutes remains for each side?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. In the original 15-minute agreement, the gentleman from Georgia has 1 1/2 minutes remaining and the gentleman from Maryland has 2 1/2 minutes remaining.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, may I inquire if the gentleman has any additional speakers?

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I have one additional speaker from the Committee on the Budget.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I am waiting for one additional speaker as well.

I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 1/2 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. ROKITA), the vice chairman of the Committee on the Budget.

Mr. ROKITA. Mr. Speaker, I thank Chairman PRICE, as well as the entire Committee on the Budget, for getting us to this point, the first time in over a decade that we have been able to use the reconciliation process.

Just the other gentleman from Georgia (Mr. WOODALL) stated, what a difference the way we are using it now in this bipartisan fashion, in a transparent tie today, a long process, not the day before Christmas Eve and not in a large package. That was used the last time regarding a major healthcare change of policy in this country.

I think all of us deserve to not only pat ourselves, quite honestly, a little bit on the back, but also take advantage of this moment to end the lie, the lie being, “If you like your healthcare plan, you can keep it.” That lie continues today, and it has become a full-blown nightmare.

Getting this reconciliation package to the President’s desk is real and a real positive step in ending government-controlled health care in this country so that patients of whatever condition in a consumer-based, consumer-centered fashion can use their own judgment, their own resources, along with the help of all of us, to get the health care that they need.

I doubt that 15 million people are actually covered better today than they were or could have been before. That should be our goal: to cover every American in the fashion that they deserve, in the fashion that they choose, with the doctor that they choose.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for your leadership today. Colleagues, I urge you to vote for this reconciliation package.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself 2 1/2 minutes.

Mr. Speaker, this legislation, plain and simple affords health care to 15 million Americans, including 3 million kids. I keep hearing about how intrusive and awful the Affordable Care Act is. The reality is the majority of Members in this Chamber are on the Affordable Care Act. The government is not dictating to them their health insurance. They are on it. All they are trying to do here, Mr. Speaker, is take away access to affordable health care for 15 million Americans who would not otherwise get affordable health care and, in the process, take away funding for women’s health programs, targeting Planned Parenthood; but if his workers can’t afford this, this bill dismantles the foundation of the President’s healthcare law. It frees millions of Americans from an unpopular law that harms patients, harms families, and local, provider, businesses, local doctors, and community health providers.

Unlike the repeal of the Affordable Care Act, which the House approved 9 months ago and still lingers in the Senate, this measure uses the traditional budget process to get to a gridlock-busting practice I hope we can continue.

If the Speaker allows one additional speaker from the Committee on Ways and Means, including the Chairman of Ways and Means.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I thank the Speaker for allowing one additional speaker from the Committee on Ways and Means.

Mr. Speaker, this legislation, plain and simple, affords health care to 15 million Americans, including 3 million kids. It grows the economy, encourages work, and increases incentives to invest; and it also invests in community healthcare centers to ensure access to true, high-quality health care, especially for women.

By repealing the two critical Federal mandates that force American families to buy government-approved health care they don’t need and that force local governments to pay China first. We have got to make sure we come together to prevent the majority leader of this House told the public, it was simply about bringing down Secretary Clinton’s poll numbers.

It is no wonder, Mr. Speaker, that it has been so difficult for our Republican colleagues to find a replacement for the Speaker. You have got a faction of this House that wants no compromise, that they want to get rid of health care, affordable health care for 15 million Americans. That is nothing to celebrate, and this is a terrible way to end an already unproductive week here in the House of Representatives.

So I urge my colleagues to vote against this legislation. It is not going anywhere because the President of the United States is not going to sign a bill that deprives 15 million Americans of access to health care that they didn’t have before.

So let’s stop the games. We have got to deal with the debt ceiling. We have got to deal with a way where we actually pay all our bills, not just some of the bills, and when we decide which ones to pay, we don’t say we are going to pay China first. We have got to make sure we come together to prevent a government shutdown. Instead, for the 61st time, this House is voting to take away health care from the American public.

So, Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues to vote against this legislation. I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman from Texas (Mr. BRADY), the chairman of the Health Subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee, be allowed to control 15 minutes.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Georgia?
Mr. Speaker, I want to hear those answers from the President, and the American public wants to hear those answers.

I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Mr. Speaker, I don't have time to respond to all of the misstatements that were made, but now I am going to turn it over to the ranking member of the Ways and Means Committee.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. LEVIN) be allowed to control the next 15 minutes of debate time as my designee.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Maryland?

There was no objection.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I thank Mr. VAN HOLLEN.

Well, where do we start?

Clearly, there is a feeling this is more than an anticlimax. You know, we should have a debt ceiling bill before us. Why don't we have that?

We haven't acted on Medicare part B premiums. They are right before us. In stead, we are doing this.

The highway trust fund faces a deadline. Where is it? Where is our legislation?

Tax extenders actually expired much, much earlier. Where is the legislation?

So, instead, because the Republican Conference is essentially mostly fighting itself, this institution is handcuffed on these issues. So the decision is pass a record and get a bill to the President to veto because, so far, 60 or 61 efforts have never been able to get to the President for a veto.

Well, I think this is a waste of time when there are other issues, because the President has also said he will veto.

So what is this really all about?

I think this is all a prelude, as was the so-called prioritization bill yesterday that I think, also the Benghaz hearing yesterday, so-called hearing, this is all an effort to try to lay a foundation so that next week we will take up a debt ceiling bill, and it will pass with a majority of Democrats and some Republicans, some of whom may be made to feel better because we are going through the motions here today.

I just want to conclude talking about going through the motions. All of the pious talk on the Republican side about reform, that's now on the Ways and Means Committee who will be speaking, we go to meeting after meeting, if they are called, where there is talk about healthcare reform, and the Republicans have never brought up a comprehensive healthcare reform that could be voted on in the committee, where they have a majority.

So, essentially, what we are now facing is the dangerous bankruptcy of the majority party in this House of Representatives who now decides, let's do reconciliation so we can get a bill through the Senate and have the President veto it.

By the way, because of the Planned Parenthood provision that would defund care for millions of Americans and for other reasons, it's not even clear this will get through the Senate. So where is the action on all these issues?

I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. BRADY of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. PAULSEN), one of our key healthcare leaders on the Ways and Means Committee.

Mr. PAULSEN. Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman for yielding.

I just want to speak to a provision in the legislation that repeals the very harmful medical device tax.

Mr. Speaker and Members, this will be the fifth time that the House has expressed its strong support for getting rid of this harmful and illogical tax. The last time was just this past June, when the House voted to repeal this tax by essentially a veto-proof margin, and that is because we had Republicans and Democrats voting together to repeal this very bad tax policy.

So, instead, because, also, everyone knows basic economics. When you tax something, you are going to get less of it.

So why are we adding new taxes to lifesaving medical innovation?

Why are we adding new taxes to an industry that is 98 percent small businesses with less than 500 employees?

Why are we adding new taxes to an industry that has good, high-paying jobs for wage earners?

And why are we adding new taxes to an industry that has a trade surplus? We should be promoting this industry as much as possible.

ObamaCare's medical device tax makes zero sense. That is because it is not a tax on profit; it is a tax on the revenue, on the sales of these innovative companies. So now some small businesses have over a 70 percent effective tax rate. It is a tax that is costing us jobs. It is stifling innovation. It is harming patients, and it is hurting our healthcare system.

Mr. Speaker, we need to repeal this destructive tax to help protect our seniors, to help protect American innovation, and to help protect American manufacturing.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Seattle, Washington (Mr. McDermott), the ranking member on our Health Subcommittee.

Mr. McDermott asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.

Mr. McDermott. Mr. Speaker, here we are again. I include in the RECORD the Seattle Times article entitled "Washington State's Health Reform Failed After the Loss of Mandates."

[From The Seattle Times, March 28, 2012]

WHY WASHINGTON STATE'S HEALTH REFORM FAILED AFTER THE LOSS OF MANDATES

By Carol M. Ostrom

As the U.S. Supreme Court tackles the question of whether individuals can be required to buy health insurance—a key provision in the federal health-care overhaul—some in Washington state are battling a strong sense of déjà vu mixed with dread.

They remember 1994, when state lawmakers passed a comprehensive state law aimed at insuring everyone and spreading the health-care expenses of the sickest through a large pool of taxpayers.

But the law, which relied on both mandates and incentives, was soon dismembered, leaving only popular provisions, such as prohibiting insurers from denying coverage to sick people or making them wait many months for coverage.

Without any leverage to bring healthy people into insurance rolls, insurers stuck with the priciest patients, began a financial death spiral.

Ultimately, companies pulled out of the individual market and almost no one in Washington could buy an individual policy for any price.

For those involved, the lessons learned remain referred to as the "death spiral" in Washington's individual-insurance market that began in 1994.

The 1985 law, passed when Democrats controlled both houses and the governor's seat, was then the most ambitious overhaul effort in the nation.

Revenue-balancing act ended when Republicans, who objected to what they saw as heavy-handed government control of the health industry, swept into power in both houses.

By the time the new Legislature finished, the only parts of the law that survived were the "consumer-friendly" pieces, championed by then-Insurance Commissioner Deborah Senn, a Democrat.

"We kept some of the insurance reforms in law, because they were very popular, but we lost the market," said Seattle Times Times reporter Pam MacEwan, who was a member of the Health Services Commission charged with implementing the law and is now a Group Health Cooperative executive. "It was a big problem."

That's primarily because there was nothing left in the law to push or entice people to buy insurance when they were healthy, which would have spread costs more broadly.

What happened next is starkly summarized in a 1995 letter sent to Premera Blue Cross by woman in Eastern Washington.

A few months before she gave birth that year, the woman bought an individual policy from Premera. As soon as the insurer paid her hospital expenses, they were hounded by the policy, telling Premera "we will do business with you again when we are pregnant."

At the top of the list:

Lesson 1: Good intentions, no matter how popular, can backfire—big time.

Lesson 2: A machine doesn't work so well if you remove parts.

Lesson 3: Buy-in from both political parties and strong public support are needed to maintain the momentum to sustain complex reforms through potential changes in administration.

THE '94 "DEATH SPIRAL."

In an amicus brief in the Supreme Court case, Gov. Chris Gregoire and other governors referred to the "death spiral" in Washington's individual-insurance market that began in 1994.

The 1985 law, passed when Democrats controlled both houses and the governor's seat, was then the most ambitious overhaul effort in the nation.

Revenue-balancing act ended when Republicans, who objected to what they saw as heavy-handed government control of the health industry, swept into power in both houses.

By the time the new Legislature finished, the only parts of the law that survived were the "consumer-friendly" pieces, championed by then-Insurance Commissioner Deborah Senn, a Democrat.

"We kept some of the insurance reforms in law, because they were very popular, but we lost the market," said Seattle Times Times reporter Pam MacEwan, who was a member of the Health Services Commission charged with implementing the law and is now a Group Health Cooperative executive. "It was a big problem."

That's primarily because there was nothing left in the law to push or entice people to buy insurance when they were healthy, which would have spread costs more broadly.

What happened next is starkly summarized in a 1995 letter sent to Premera Blue Cross by woman in Eastern Washington.

A few months before she gave birth that year, the woman bought an individual policy from Premera. As soon as the insurer paid her hospital expenses, they were hounded by the policy, telling Premera "we will do business with you again when we are pregnant."

By the way, because of the Planned Parenthood provision that would defund care for millions of Americans and for other reasons, it's not even clear this will get through the Senate. So where is the action on all these issues?
True to her word, in 1996, she bought insurance, Premera said, once again canceling after the insurer paid for the delivery of her next child. Afterwards, she paid $1,807 in premiums. Premera paid out $7,024.68 in medical bills.

You don’t have to be a business genius to recognize the problem with those numbers when you think of thousands of other consumers.

Claims went up. Premiums rose. Pretty soon only sick people thought insurance was worth the cost. Premiums rose even more.

Heeds of the Eastern Washington woman, waited until they needed insurance to buy it. At the time, Gov. Gary Locke inspired to buying fire insurance after your house is on fire.

STATE BREAKS THE LOGJAM

Before deciding in 1996 not to sell any more individual policies in the state, Premera lost $120 million in today’s dollars, says company spokesman Eric Earling. By mid-1999, the state’s other big insurers, Regence BlueShield and Group Health, stopped selling individual policies.

In 1996, with the individual health-insurance market essentially dead, Locke began crafting a compromise. Signed into law in the spring of 2000, it was a bitter pill for many, but it got the market back into action.

In exchange for coming back into the market, carriers whatever they wanted, bypassing the rate review normally done by the insurance commissioner’s office. They could also force patients to wait nine months to be reviewed, and exclude the most expensive patients.

To deal with those patients, the state re-vived its high-risk pool. Insurers, who would help subsidize the pool, would be allowed to reject 8 percent of applicants, who could then buy coverage through the pool—if they could afford it.

At the time, Sen. Alex Deccio, a Repub-
clican from Yakima, summed it up neatly: “We are in a private-enterprise system.”

“HAVE” VS. “HAVE-NOT”

Washington’s insurance experience, some worry, could be repeated on a much larger scale, should the Supreme Court find the mandate unconstitutional.

Insurers, in an amicus brief to the court, argue that if the mandate is removed, they should be allowed to exclude people and set prices based on health—now barred in the federal plan.

Others argue that the mandate, with its relatively weak financial penalty for those who don’t buy insurance, isn’t necessary for the federal health overhaul to proceed.

They calculate that many young, low-in-
come uninsured would buy policies without a mandate, since the federal overhaul dangles as much as $2 billion a year in the state. The state hospital association says charges for charity care and bad debt by patients may amount to as much as $2 billion.

Kreidler’s office has estimated that under the federal plan, the vast majority of the approxi-mately 1 million uninsured would qualify for Medicaid or subsidies.

Revell, state insurance commissioner for the Wash-
ington State Hospital Association, says the state’s struggle to improve health coverage was illuminating.

“A fundamental lesson we learned in the process—and that unfortunately was not learned in the federal process—is that health care is big, complex, so passionate, that it has got to have bipartisan support,” Revell said.

It also needs widespread public support to last through the years it takes to impose changes on an entrenched industry.

And that’s difficult, he says, not only be-cause of health care’s complexity, but be-cause people do not agree on fundamental values.

“It’s very hard to look out five or 10 years,” Revell said. “But we should con-stantly be thinking: Where do we need to be five to 10 years from now?”

Mr. MCDERMOTT. What are we doing out here today has already been done in one of the laboratories of demo-cracy, the State of Washington. The Republi-cans did exactly the same thing. They repealed the mandates, and the individual insurance market died.

It was impossible to buy a policy in the State of Washington because the insurance companies said: Why should we insure somebody under guaranteed mandate when they could walk in here whenever they are sick and get a policy and when they are healthy cancel it, then walk back in when they are sick again and get a policy? That is what you are setting up.

If you were serious about this, you would wipe out ObamaCare totally. You would wipe out the individual mandate. But you know that would be death to you politically, so you wiped out these mandates which you think are good.

Now, we know you don’t care about the people. I mean, that is pretty clear. But what you are saying is you don’t even care about the insurance industry.

This bill will die in the Senate be-cause the insurance industry will say: If this passes, we won’t be able to sell individual policies.

You are wasting our time on an issue that has already been demonstrated does not work in the real world, and yet the ideologues in the back of the boat over there in the Republican Cau-comit there is the idea that if you hit it with a bigger hammer, reconciliation—I mean, it is not enough to just pass a bill out of here. You are going to use reconciliation, which is a sledge-hammer in the House, and that will make it pass.

Mr. BRADY of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. ROSKAM), one of our strongest voices for patients and local businesses.

Mr. ROSKAM. I thank Chairman BRADY, and I thank Chairman PRICE for bringing this to the floor.

Mr. Speaker, this is a great opportu-nity to get some awful things off the back of the American public.

We heard the gentleman from Wash-
ington admonishing the House, but I want to add my colleagues’ atten-
tion to a piece of legislation that over 100 Republicans have cosponsored, the Special Inspector General for Mon-
toring the Affordable Care Act, that is, SIGMA, H.R. 2400.

One of the criticisms that we have heard is that there is no individual in-
spiration specific to the Affordable Act over the whole broad spectrum of ObamaCare. What we need to do is to get one entity that can look at the same thing, that can look at it all in its entirety.

This worked as it relates to Afghan-
istan reconstruction. It worked on Iraq reconstruction. It worked on the Trou-
bled Asset Relief Program. It is an op-
portunity for us to have a holistic re-
view of all of these things and save bil-
lions of taxpayer dollars.

I commend Chairman PRICE and his work and would appreciate very much an “aye” vote on this reconciliation ef-
fort.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from the great State of California (Mr. THOMP-
son).

Mr. THOMPSON of California. I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to this piece of legislation and strong op-
posing the gentleman to the fact that we are back here again rehashing the same old issues that aren’t going anywhere. It has been pointed out they are probably not even going to be taken up in the Senate; and, if by some chance they were, they are certainly not going to be signed into law by the President.

We are not going anywhere if we keep wasting the time, as we have been wasting the time trying to repeal ObamaCare and defund Planned Par-
enthood. It is a terrible situation be-
cause we have some real important things that we need to do.

Next year a third of our Nation’s Medicare beneficiaries—that is people
in every one of our congressional districts—will face the steepest premium hikes in the history of the program if this Congress doesn’t act.

We have got a transportation bill that has been long due to be passed. We keep kicking the can down the road, and it is a very bumpy road because we don’t pass a transportation bill.

If we pass that bill, we put people to work. About 14 million jobs hinge on the passage of a long-term transportation bill. This is for improving roads and highways, making our overpasses and our businesses safe.

Fourteen million jobs will help the economy; but, instead, we are dillying dallying on the floor today with this piece of go-nowhere legislation.

It is long past time that we put the American people ahead of the political gamesmanship and address the real issues facing our Nation.

Majority party, let’s get to work. Let’s fix the issues that are hurting the American people and stop doing this partisan nonsense.

Mr. BRADY of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from New Hampshire (Mr. GUINTA), the former mayor of Manchester, New Hampshire, who understands how badly this bill has hurt his family and community.

Mr. GUINTA. I thank Chairman Brady and Chairman Payne very much for putting this piece of legislation together.

Mr. Speaker, I rise in support today of H.R. 3762, the Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act, which includes the repeal of components of the most harmful provisions of ObamaCare and, at the same time, sharing bipartisan support for each component of this legislation, bipartisan support.

I have worked hard with Members across the aisle on provisions that have been put forward in Manchester, Portsmouth, Conway, and all parts of New Hampshire to ensure their voices are heard.

One of the important provisions in this bill is the full repeal of ObamaCare’s 40 percent tax on healthcare benefits, commonly referred to as the Cadillac tax. While this tax is set to take effect in 2018, employers of all sizes are already restructuring plans and cutting benefits to avoid the cost. This excise tax will impact an estimated 12 million middle-class Americans who will pay an additional $1,000 annually as a result of this tax. They work for big businesses, small businesses, nonprofits, colleges, small municipalities. They need help. They need our support.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. BRADY of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I yield the gentleman an additional 30 seconds.

Mr. GUINTA. As I introduced the repeal of the Cadillac tax in its entirety, I am pleased to see that repeal language included in the bill we are debating today.

On top of all the burdens ObamaCare has already placed on hardworking Americans and all the rules and regulations American businesses are faced with, this bill will just make it that much more difficult for employers to provide affordable healthcare benefits to their employees.

So I urge my colleagues, please join the bipartisan fight to support middle-class families and support the repeal of this tax.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. PASCRELL), a very vigorous member of our committee.

Mr. PASCRELL. I thank the ranking member.

Mr. Speaker, I have heard now twice this morning the term “bipartisan.” Many of my brothers and sisters on the other side wouldn’t know bipartisanship if it hit them in the head. I mean, to just throw the term out there like, you know, if you have one or two on this side of the aisle, it is bipartisan, technically, you are absolutely right.

We should be crafting a long-term funding measure, Mr. Speaker, and replacing those sequester cuts that have hurt our economy. And we are both responsible, both sides of the aisle, for that sequester. I don’t point any fingers.

We have also got to raise the debt ceiling. I mean, we talk about our budgets at home. Why don’t we do the same thing in the Federal Government? I always thought, when I grew up, pay your bills. Pay your bills. That is as important as balancing the budget at home.

This bill leaves intact automatic budget cuts which have threatened hundreds of thousands of jobs and cut vital services for children, for seniors, for people with mental illness, and our men and women in uniform. These harmful cuts have cut funding for thousands of first responders in our communities.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. LEVIN. I yield the gentleman an additional 30 seconds.

Mr. PASCRELL. They have cut vital services for children. They have cut funding for our first responders. They have eliminated jobs for 30,000 teachers—30,000. They have cut afterschool programs for nearly 1.2 million kids and eliminated more than 40 million meals for sick and homebound seniors. This is bipartisan.

We should be replacing these harmful cuts and supporting vital services in our communities.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has again expired.

Mr. LEVIN. I yield the gentleman an additional 30 seconds.

Mr. PASCRELL. Instead, we are here talking about holding government funding hostage in exchange for decimating the Affordable Care Act.

Enough is enough. Remember when the guy threw the window up in that movie “Network”? We are not going to take it anymore.

The Republican budget would result in 16 million fewer Americans having health insurance and a 20 percent increase in insurance premiums. A vote for this bill is a vote against those 16 million Americans. A vote for this bill is a vote for higher premiums.

On top of that, this budget doesn’t even balance. After 2025, deficits under this budget would begin to skyrocket. It is not a balanced budget. This is a fake. It is not a balanced budget.

Why don’t we sit down and come up with a mutual plan instead of “a bipartisan fraud”?

Mr. BRADY of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. BARR), who knows the failures of the Affordable Care Act in his State.

Mr. BARR. Mr. Speaker, I rise today in support of H.R. 3762, the Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act.

Too many Americans across the country are victims of ObamaCare’s many broken promises. We all remember the chaos that ensued when the law was first rolled out, a billion-dollar Web site that didn’t work, millions of Americans losing their insurance and being forced to find a new plan often at a higher cost.

Now hundreds of thousands of Americans, including at least 51,000 Kentuckians, are once again losing their health insurance because of the failure of ObamaCare health cooperatives.

In his State of the Union Address, President Obama cited Kentucky as an example of ObamaCare working in a red State. But as we learned last week, ObamaCare does not work in Kentucky.

In the past 2 weeks, ObamaCare co-ops have failed in my home State of Kentucky, Tennessee, Colorado, Oregon, and South Dakota. Co-ops have failed in Nevada, Iowa, Nebraska, New York, and Louisiana.

These failures were entirely predictable because the model was not sustainable. The Kentucky co-op lost nearly 60 cents for every premium dollar it collected. Now hardworking taxpayers will be stuck with the bill for hundreds of millions of dollars that will never be paid back.

Combined with low enrollment numbers, the result of these failures will ultimately be borne by the American people, more consolidation in the healthcare market, fewer choices for consumers, and higher healthcare costs for the American people. This is not the reform we were promised.

The bill we are debating today would repeal the most harmful mandates and taxes imposed by the law. It reduces the deficit by $130 billion, and it gives us an opportunity to put a bill on the President’s desk that would make life easier for the American people.

I encourage all my colleagues to join me in supporting this bill.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, how much time of our 15 minutes remains?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Michigan has 5 minutes remaining.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from New York (Mr. CROWLEY).

Mr. CROWLEY. I thank the gentleman from Michigan for yielding me the time.

Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to this latest attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act and the benefits it has brought to millions of Americans.

While this is the 61st vote this House has taken to undermine health care, my colleagues on the other side of the aisle claim that somehow this time is different. That is because this is dressed up in a process called reconciliation.

But this isn’t reconciliation. This is procrastination. This is a desperate attempt to avoid working on the real issues facing America today.

I get it. Governing is hard. It is difficult. But that is not an excuse for giving up on your responsibilities and, instead, pursuing yet another repeal bill. But that is their plan, their only agenda, for America.

The country is days away from defaulting on our debt? Time to repeal the Affordable Care Act.

Roads and bridges are falling apart? Maybe repealing the Affordable Care Act will fix that.

Seniors on Medicare are about to see their premiums skyrocket? Forget fixing the problem. Let’s repeal the Affordable Care Act.
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They must think it is a better strategy than the previous 60 votes if they wrap it up with a bow and slap a fancy name on it. Actually, it is odd they call this reconciliation.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield the gentleman an additional 30 seconds.

Mr. CROWLEY. Republicans aren’t reconciling with us to work in a bipartisan way. They are not reconciling themselves to the fact that the Affordable Care Act is the law of the land and that it is helping people access quality, affordable healthcare insurance; and they are certainly not fooling anyone with what their true intentions are. They are not. Frankly, the only thing they are doing is wasting time. I have had enough, and I know the American people have had enough, too.

Mr. BRADY of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from Tennessee (Mrs. BLACK), a Member of Congress who is a healthcare provider herself, a nurse, and a key leader of the Health Care Subcommittee.

Mrs. BLACK. I thank the chairman and also Chairman Price for bringing this bill to the floor.

Mr. Speaker, I rise today in strong support of today’s budget reconciliation to address the heinous abuses of life at Planned Parenthood. To date, we have seen 10 undercover videos implicating the abortion giant in the trafficking of unborn babies’ tissue and organs.

Mr. Speaker, denying access to healthcare providers such as Planned Parenthood and other safety net providers will hurt women who need these services the most: low-income women and women of color. It is past time to put aside these ideological attacks on women’s right to health care. Instead of continuing with these callous attacks and cuts, we should work to replace the damaging sequester and get a responsible, long-term budget deal.

Mr. Speaker, this bill reconciles nothing. It is divisive, it is misguided, and it is dangerous. I urge a “no” vote.

Mr. BRADY of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. SCALISE). He is the majority whip of the U.S. House and a strong leader against the Affordable Care Act and for defunding Planned Parenthood.

Mr. SCALISE. Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman from Georgia, for his leadership on bringing this reconciliation bill to the floor.

Mr. Speaker, as we have fought for years to defeat the President’s healthcare law and the many destructive elements to that law that are playing out all across the country, we have got one more opportunity. Mr. Speaker, to send a bill to the President—but this time, not just to send a bill to the Senate that actually goes after and guts the President’s healthcare law, but also a bill that now, with 51 votes in the Senate, will have the opportunity to get to the President’s desk.

The bill not only repeals the individual mandate, laws that are crushing jobs across the country and killing middle class jobs. The biggest reason, when you talk to small-business owners, why they can’t hire more people and why they are forced by this law to lower the number of working hours of people across the country down below 30 hours is because of these mandates in the law that are crushing American jobs.

Mr. Speaker, why not put that bill on the President’s desk? Why not also tell these people who are taking taxpayer money and providing abortion services that you can’t do it anymore? If you want to provide women’s health care, there is a better way to use taxpayer money to provide abortions. That is in this bill to get to the President’s desk.

Even more than that, it goes further, and we start cutting taxes that are killing jobs in this bill. The medical device tax is shipping jobs to foreign countries. Let’s cut those taxes. If the Senate wants to go further under their arcane rules, they will have that opportunity, and we would support those changes as well.

Ultimately, Mr. Speaker, let’s get this bill to the President’s desk and let him make a decision. Is he going to finally stand up for American workers?
and sign this bill, or is he going to continue to support a law that is destroying jobs and destroying health care in this country? That ought to be the President’s burden. We ought to send that bill to the President. This is the first step, and it is a critical step to restore jobs and good health care across this country.

Mr. Speaker, let’s pass this bill, send it over to the Senate, and let them do their work.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, how much time of the 15 minutes remains on each side?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Michigan has 1 1/2 minutes remaining. The gentleman from Texas has 2 minutes remaining.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 1/2 minutes to the gentleman from New York (Mr. RANGEL), a gentleman who has served this committee and this country so well.

Mr. RANGEL asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Speaker, I think this bill before us shows what is wrong with the Congress. I don’t challenge the corrections that people on the Republican side want to make in providing health care for our Nation. It is a problem when none of them actually voted for the bill, but that could have been because we didn’t give them access to an opportunity.

It would fool me, especially when we are trying to find out someone who will become Speaker of the House, that, if you have objections to a bill that provides health services for Americans, we would try to find out, before we ask for a veto, what we can do to help.

There cannot be any Republican here that truly believes that we should eliminate preventive health care. Preventive health care is not only humane and right thing to do, but it saves us a lot of money. We have an advisory board that determines the amount of time that should be spent based on statistics. Yes, these are life-or-death questions, but it is also saving money as well as saving lives.

There are so many objections that you may have as to how we use the tax system to encourage people and to mandate that people pay into the system. Most of you know, if people can have a policy to work, they will not pay for it, then everyone would want it.

This is insurance. Yes, healthy people have to participate because younger people don’t believe that they ever get sick. So don’t just say that you want to make certain that the President vetoes this for political purposes so you can go back home and say, yes, one more shot against the President, one more shot against the Congress, and in some cases one more shot against your own party. Let’s, for God’s sake, try to work together to try to get something positive done.

Mr. BRADY of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. Boustany), a physician and one of the distinguished leaders on health care, to close on behalf of the American people.

Mr. Boustany. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I thank the Speaker, and I thank my friend from Texas for yielding the floor to me.

Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of this reconciliation package because it hits right at the financing of ObamaCare. As a physician, I know what the impact of this health law has done. It is devastating and causing serious disruptions in access to care, quality of care, and, really, eroding the doctor-patient relationship.

Secondly, it puts a halt to the funding of Planned Parenthood. We all know, based on those videos and other information we have had, the practices of Planned Parenthood. It is time to stop it. As a pro-life physician, it is time to stop it.

Finally, it forces the President to explain the support of these horrible, failed policies.

Conservatives across the spectrum are standing strong in support of this package, and that is because it contains important provisions like one that I authored repealing the employer mandate, which is hurting job creation in this country. It is an onerous provision, and it is choking small business growth.

I only wish we could have done more in this package, but we are limited by the Senate rules and the Senate Parliamentarian. I would have liked full repeal of ObamaCare. I would have liked to have seen the inclusion of my bill repealing the health insurance tax, which has been very costly, running up premium costs. We couldn’t do that because of constraints.

We will continue to fight these fights, but let’s pass this package. It is really important. It will get job creation going, and it will help roll back the onerous effects of ObamaCare.

If signed into law, there is no question in my mind that this reconciliation package is the first step of ObamaCare and force us to get to real healthcare reform based on high quality and a high-quality doctor-patient relationship built on trust.

At the very least, we will accomplish putting this on the President’s desk and have him account for his failed policies. He will have to account for the policies that are killing jobs, adding mountains of debt to this country, and continuing a legacy of failed policy.

Mr. Speaker, support this package. It is a very important step.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. PALLONE) be allowed to continue for 15 minutes of debate time as the designee of the ranking member.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Michigan?

There was no objection.

Mr. UPTON. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, today, I rise in support of this important bill, H.R. 3762, which addresses some of the most pressing and important issues certainly to folks in Michigan and around the country: the deficit and the President’s healthcare law.

Rarely a day goes by when I am back home in Michigan that someone somewhere doesn’t stop me and say, whether it be in a coffee shop, on a plant floor, or the local service club like a Rotary or a Lion’s Club, you name it, asking what we are doing to address this broken promise of high cost, and the surprises and the lack of choices associated with ObamaCare, and what are we doing to get spending under control.

There is a lot of misunderstanding on what this bill does or does not do, so let me set the record straight. This bill would repeal the most harmful, damaging, and unpopular provisions of the health law.

This bill would repeal the Prevention and Public Health Fund. Don’t let the Administration fool you. The administration views it as a veritable petty cash fund that has been raided for wasteful projects, including building support for ObamaCare.

This bill would, for a period of 1 year, prohibit any Federal funding to States for a 1-year period for prohibited entities like Planned Parenthood. At the same time, the bill would increase funding for community health centers like the Family Health Center in Kalamazoo or InterCare in Benton Harbor, two cities in my district, to help provide access to women’s health care.

Stalwarts in the life movement, including the National Right to Life, the Family Research Council, and Susan B. Anthony List support that approach.

Mr. Speaker, the bill would repeal the unpopular individual mandate, which forces Americans to purchase coverage of the government’s choosing, the exact opposite approach that we need to create a patient-centered healthcare system.

The bill would also repeal the employer mandate. Repealing this provision helps encourage economic growth and improve the job outlook.

The bill would also, as you know, repeal the medical device tax. This job-killing tax has hurt Americans across the country, including in my district, certainly, Kalamazoo, where folks have lost their jobs because of the harmful tax.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, the CBO has found this bill would reduce the deficit by nearly $130 billion over the next 10 years, spur economic growth and the
creation of jobs, and cut taxes on literally millions of Americans.

Today we say to folks in Michigan and around the country: We hear you. Yes, we do. We are addressing what matters to you most.

I would ask my colleagues to support this important bill. I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Speaker, I have the utmost respect for the chairman of our Energy and Commerce Committee, but I have to respectfully disagree with almost everything he said.

I am glad that he is admitting that, basically, what this reconciliation tries to do is repeal the Affordable Care Act. There was some question about that by my colleagues until now. But, clearly, they are admitting that is what they are trying to do.

Of course, they don’t say anything about the positive impact of the Affordable Care Act and how many more people now have health insurance, how many people don’t face discrimination, all the terrible things that existed before the Affordable Care Act became law.

What I do not appreciate, though, is my chairman saying that somehow we are trying to expand access to health care by providing more funds to community health centers. The fact of the matter is that the community health centers cannot make up for the work on women’s health that Planned Parenthood centers take care of. To suggest that somehow that is going to make up for what Planned Parenthood does is simply not the case.

Mr. Speaker, this reconciliation legislation amounts to the futile 61st attempt at repealing the Affordable Care Act. This is the Republican’s continued assault on women’s rights.

The reconciliation instructions defund Planned Parenthood, and the recently enacted legislation forming a new select subcommittee will continue a fraudulent investigation into Planned Parenthood, and I think that is appalling. This investigation and this effort in reconciliation are nothing more than a radical assault on women’s health.

Extremist Republicans want to take away a woman’s right to choose what is best for her and her family as well as her right to choose the healthcare provider that best meets her healthcare needs. This isn’t just an attack on Planned Parenthood. This is an attack on all women across the country.

I am also disappointed that the reconciliation instructions would repeal the Prevention and Public Health Fund, which is part of the Affordable Care Act. There is nothing more important than the Prevention Fund. My colleague from the south of our committee, suggested it was a slush fund. Nothing could be further from the truth.

Less than 4 months ago the House voted overwhelmingly to support the 21st Century Cures Act, which was one of my chairman’s goals, was to pass that bill. With that vote, we all agreed on the importance of making investments to spur innovation to develop new treatments and cures. Investments that could reduce the human toll of disease and reduce the financial strain that disease places on public and private healthcare payers.

Just like we know that investments in developing new drugs and treatments matter, we know that investments and prevention pay off. According to the Trust for America’s Health, every dollar spent on community-based interventions generates a return of $5.60.

Not only does investing in prevention have economic benefits, such investments can potentially prevent the human suffering that results from disease. I don’t see how anyone can be against that.

I would venture to say again out of respect to the chairman of my committee, if we were to get rid of the Prevention Fund, I don’t see any point in having the 21st Century Cures Act because the money is similar: One goes for prevention, the other goes for the Affordable Care Act.

This legislation is harmful, unnecessary, and will never become law. I urge all Members to reject it.

I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. UPTON. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2½ minutes to the gentlewoman from Tennessee (Mrs. Blackburn), the vice chair of the Energy and Commerce Committee.

Mrs. BLACKBURN. Mr. Speaker, I thank the chairman.

Before I begin my remarks, I want to commend Chairman Price and Chairman Upton for the work that they have done—Energy and Commerce is an authorizing committee, and Chairman Price is the Budget Committee—making certain that we meet the targets for reconciliation.

One of the things we have heard repeatedly from our constituents is the U.S. House of Representatives is responsible for this Nation getting their fiscal house in order. It is an imperative. We know we are not going to have a silver bullet that does it overnight. Those silver bullets don’t exist.

We do not have the magic bullet we can take the right steps at the right time and put a bill on the President’s desk. The President has the choice to say, I agree with you. Let’s move this Nation to fiscal health, or he will veto the bill. And, of course, our goal is to get it over to the Senate, so they can do their work and we can see that step of the process take place.

There are some items in this bill for reconciliation that I do come to strongly support. I think it is imperative we get the Affordable Care Act, which has proven to be so unaffordable, too expensive to use, too expensive to purchase—insurance gets you to the queue, not to the doctor. We all know those stories.

What we have learned is that the administration has recently cut in half their enrollment projections for next year. This should trouble everybody because this is something that we need.

We know from history, from government-run programs, that those expectations many times are not met. So then you see a movement toward more people taking the right steps to begin to rein this in and to break this program apart.

I think it is important to note, as we look at the ObamaCare program and the steps we are taking to eliminate portions of that program, that just this week, with the co-ops that were put in place—and, by the way, about a billion taxpayer dollars spent on those co-ops and nine—nine of those co-ops have now failed. They failed, poor, gone. It is the entitlements that are raising the questions that Americans have for: Look, the program isn’t working.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.

Mr. UPTON. I yield the gentlewoman an additional minute.

Mrs. BLACKBURN. What you need to do is stop this before it becomes too entrenched to change because people are not getting access to care and money is being wasted on healthcare delivery theories that clearly do not work.

This bill repeals the individual mandate, the employer mandate, the Cadillac tax, the medical device tax, ends auto enrollment, and ends the Public Health Fund, which is a slush fund. When you are paying for pet neutering and other things out of a prevention fund, yes, it is a slush fund, and it needs to be clawed back.

In addition, there is a 1-year moratorium on the funds for Planned Parenthood while Congress completes its investigation into the practices that have taken place around fetal tissues.

H.R. 3762 is a net tax cut, a net spending cut, and reduces the deficit. I urge support.

Mr. PALLONE. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

As I said, now our vice chair of the committee also is going into all the reasons why we should repeal the Affordable Care Act.

So I think maybe at this time, Mr. Chairman, I would like to just read, if I could, from the Statement of Administration Policy. This is the President’s statement about why this bill should not pass. He says:

“The administration strongly opposes House passage of H.R. 3762. The House now has attempted to repeal or undermine the Affordable Care Act more than 50 times. By repealing numerous key elements of current law, H.R. 3762 would take away critical benefits and health care coverage from hard-working middle-class families. The bill also would remove policies that have helped accelerate the growth in health care costs and that have improved the quality of care patients receive. H.R. 3762 would increase
the deficit in the long term and detract from the work that Congress could be doing to foster job creation and economic growth.”

The Affordable Care Act is working and is fully integrated into an improved and harmonized health care delivery system. Discrimination based on preexisting conditions is a thing of the past. Under the Affordable Care Act, we have seen the slowest growth in healthcare prices in nearly 50 years benefiting all Americans.

Repealing key elements of the Affordable Care Act would result in millions of individuals remaining uninsured or losing the insurance they have today. It is estimated 17.6 million Americans gained coverage as several of the Affordable Care Act’s coverage provisions have taken effect, 15.3 million since the beginning of the first open enrollment in October 2013. This legislation would roll back coverage gains and would cost millions of hardworking middle class families the security of affordable health coverage they deserve.

Repealing the healthcare law would have implications far beyond these Americans. It would cost or will gain insurance. More than 150 million Americans with employer-based insurance would be at risk of higher premiums and lower wages or losing their coverage altogether. Reforms that strengthen Medicare’s long-term finances also would be repealed, likely making Medicare’s Hospital Insurance Trust Fund insolvent earlier.

H.R. 3762 also would defund the Preventive Health Fund, a program that was created to help prevent disease, detect it early, and manage conditions before they become severe; limit women’s health care choices; and disproportionately impact low-income individuals.

Rather than refighting old political battles by once again voting to repeal basic protections that provide security for the middle class, Members of Congress should be working together to grow the economy, strengthen middle class families, and create new jobs.

If the President were presented with H.R. 3762, he would veto the bill.

This is an exercise in futility, this reconciliation act. To suggest that somehow we should repeal the Affordable Care Act after all the good things that it is doing to help Americans obtain health care, have access to health care, and lower costs, there is absolutely no justification for it. I thought that the Republicans would stop doing this months ago, but here they are at it again. I don’t really understand it.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. UPTON. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 1/2 minutes to the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. LANCE), a member of the Health Subcommittee.

Mr. LANCE. Mr. Speaker, I rise in strong support of H.R. 3762, the Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act.

This comprehensive package focuses on significant portions of ObamaCare, striking onerous tax and mandate provisions, and laying the groundwork for a new President elected in 2016 to complete a full replacement plan of ObamaCare—not repeal—repeal and replace.

According to the Congressional Budget Office, the package reduces the deficit by nearly $130 billion and provides a 1-year moratorium on all Federal mandatory funding for Planned Parenthood, a moratorium to Planned Parenthood, but that funding is redirected elsewhere to community health organizations that do a fine job across this country.

Under the leadership of Chairman UPTON, provisions finally end the ObamaCare fund, known as the Prevention and Public Health Fund, which gives the Secretary of Health and Human Services billions of dollars to spend each year with little accountability.

All Members of Congress should recognize that that responsibility belongs to us here in this branch of government and not in the executive branch. Funds from this program have financed questionable programs, and there has been waste. Some Democrats have joined in calling for its termination.

The Energy and Commerce Committee sections also direct that the Planned Parenthood funding will go to other organizations’ high-quality access healthcare options both for women and men.

Contributions from both the House Education and Workforce and Ways and Means Committees also include the repeal of a series of significant pieces of ObamaCare, including the repeal of the individual and employer mandates, the repeal of the 40 percent excise Cadillac tax—and there is no one I know who favors that Cadillac tax, certainly those hardworking men and women who are in labor organizations and who work and other people who accept different insurance coverage from the coverage they knew and liked, and it includes the repeal of the medical device tax, which increases the cost of care, discourages medical innovation, and harms job creation, particularly in my home State of New Jersey.

Because the legislation was developed through the reconciliation process, it will be protected from a filibuster in the Senate and could be passed in that chamber by a simple majority. I call for majority passage in the Senate of the United States. Reconciliation is our best chance to send meaningful legislation to the President’s desk.

I urge my colleagues to support this important legislation.

Mr. PALLONE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from New York (Mr. ENGEL),

Mr. ENGEL. Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman for yielding to me.

As President Reagan used to say, “Here we go again,” on the 61st attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act, I mean, give us a break. It is a waste of everybody’s time. I don’t know why we are going through this exercise.

I do understand, Mr. Speaker, the need to reconcile our budget. I do not, however, understand to do so by gutting both the Affordable Care Act and an organization that provides vital preventive services to more than 2 million Americans, and that is Planned Parenthood.

Investing in preventative care saves money in the long term. Yet this shortsighted measure would abolish the Affordable Care Act-created Prevention and Public Health Fund, which is our government’s sole investment in prevention.

This isn’t merely a talking point. I have seen the ample returns on this investment in my hometown of the Bronx, where the fund sponsors healthier meals, antismoking campaigns, and increased access to vaccinations. This fund should not be gutted. This bill ignores the progress that the fund is making not only towards saving money but, more importantly, towards saving lives.

This bill, again, as I said, bars the funding for Medicaid reimbursement to Planned Parenthood—again, yet another politically motivated attempt to defund Planned Parenthood based on discredited allegations of wrongdoing. As I have said repeatedly, more than half of Planned Parenthood centers are in rural or underserved areas where health care is already hard to come by.

Yet some of my colleagues on the other side of the aisle want to make it even harder to access HIV and STI tests, breast and cervical cancer screenings, and other lifesaving services.

I urge my colleagues to vote “no” on this bill and to continue to provide preventative care to our country’s most underserved citizens. This is what we should be doing, not making it harder for them to get the help they need.

Mr. UPTON. Mr. Speaker, I inquire of my friend from New Jersey how many speakers he has remaining on his side. We are prepared to close.

Mr. PALLONE. I have no additional speakers.

Mr. Speaker, how much time remains on both sides?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New Jersey has 6 1/2 minutes remaining, and the gentleman from Michigan has 6 minutes remaining.

Mr. PALLONE. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself the balance of my time.

I want to just talk, in closing, about the part of this reconciliation that eliminates funding for Planned Parenthood and related agencies.

Basically, the reconciliation instructions would prohibit Federal funding for Medicaid under SCHIP—the children’s health fund—and social services’ block grants to prohibited entities that are defined as
those primarily engaged in family planning, reproductive health services, and related medical care, and those that provide abortions beyond limited circumstances.

Now, the thing that is most disturbing to me is the ideology behind. We know that the Supreme Court says that abortion is legal and that women have a right to choose; but this goes way beyond even the abortion issue by talking about family planning and reproductive services. My colleagues continue to say that there are alternatives to Planned Parenthood, but the reality is that there are not because it is the main provider for family planning, reproductive health services, and related medical care.

That is our point here. You can try to define this as relating to abortion, but the bottom line is that Planned Parenthood and similar entities provide all kinds of services for women's health and even for some men, and you are wrong. So I do kind of resent the fact that there is this suggestion that you are going to allow access to community health centers, because I know, from my own experience, that community health centers are limited in that many—and they don't have the ability to provide these services, particularly this kind of specialty care that women deserve and that women should have.

Once again, we are here to defend longstanding freedom of choice protections that ensure that a woman in the Medicaid program can see the qualified provider she trusts. Remember, when you are talking about Medicaid in particular, you are talking about poor women. You are talking about vulnerable women who will lose access to care because Medicaid is their major source of funding if they want to get care.

I can never support any legislation of any kind that would leave millions of American women without key preventative health services, including birth control, lifesaving cancer screenings, STI testing and treatment, well-woman exams, and advice on family planning. Federal rules protect the right of Medicaid beneficiaries to seek care from trusted and medically qualified providers of their choosing.

Now you are entering an ideological debate into what we call 'any willing provider' regardless of the fact that you could decide as a woman—or as anyone—where to go. If an agency provided the services and if it were qualified, you could choose to go there. Now you are breaking that for ideological reasons. My concern is: Where do we go next?

This is a protection that has existed for a long time, and you are breaking it. This is the wrong bill—wrong because it repeals the Affordable Care Act, wrong because it denies women access to important care.

Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. UPTON. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself the balance of my time.

Mr. Speaker, I really thank Chairman Price for thanking the Medicaid program can see the qualified provider she trusts. Remember, when you are talking about Medicaid in particular, you are talking about poor women. You are talking about vulnerable women who will lose access to care because Medicaid is their major source of funding if they want to get care.

I don't think most Americans realize that the budget, itself, does not go to the President for his signature or veto. It is just the roadmap for us, and it sets up the stage where we can use reconciliation. This is a process, I want to say, President Reagan used for the first time to get his most important initiatives. I worked at the White House then.

This is a way that you don't need the 60-vote threshold that most bills require in the Senate. You only need 50 votes. So that budget process, by getting a budget agreement, was nurtured through the two bodies—the House and the Senate. Then began the process of reconciliation within the authorizing committees. Our committee—Energy and Commerce—Ways and Means, Education and the Workforce, and others can come up with a real savings to match that budget target that we set last spring.

That is what this is. It is reconciliation. It is a coming together based on the House bill and this, in fact, actually does reduce the deficit, something that many of us on both sides of the aisle actually support.

Mr. Speaker, I yield the balance of my time to the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. SCOTT), and I ask unanimous consent that he be allowed to control the next 10 minutes of debate time as the designee of the ranking member.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to yield such time as he may consume to the gentleman from New Jersey?

Mr. Speaker, higher costs, fewer full-time jobs, loss of insurance coverage, less access to trusted healthcare providers, those are just a few of the harmful consequences stemming from the President's flawed healthcare law—a law that is wreaking havoc on families and small businesses across the country.

Just this month, officials in Clay County, Tennessee, moved to close local schools due to severe budgetary challenges. According to the county director of schools, ObamaCare is "the straw that broke the camel's back." This local official said it is very difficult for the school district to "meet the mandates of the law." Of course, that is what school leaders, college administrators, small-business owners, and others have been saying for years.

Employers, working families, teachers, and students are paying the price for the President's government takeover of health care.

We have a responsibility to use every tool we have to dismantle this flawed healthcare scheme, and the bill before us today will do just that. The Education and the Workforce Committee has helped play a role in this effort.

The committee recently passed a proposal that will repeal a costly and unnecessary mandate in the healthcare law known as auto enrollment. As the name suggests, this mandate requires certain employers to automatically enroll employees in the government-approved health insurance. It may not sound like a big deal, but this one mandate will create cost confusion for employers and employees, will penalize those already enrolled in coverage, and will take wages out of the paychecks of hardworking Americans. The mandate is so complex, Mr. Speaker, that, after 4 years, the Department of Labor still has not figured out how to enforce it.

The American people sent us to Washington to focus on their priorities. By supporting H.R. 3762, we can reduce
spending and rein in our Nation’s deficit and debt, and we can send a bill to the President that will dismantle his flawed healthcare law. These are leading priorities of the American people that this proposal helps to advance.

I urge my colleagues to seize this important opportunity by supporting this legislation.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. SCOTT of Virginia. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Today, the House will take yet another vote on the Affordable Care Act. More specifically today, we will vote on whether or not we want to support a budget reconciliation process that will seek to take away health insurance from millions of Americans—but this isn’t a new exercise.

In the past 5 years, the House has voted about 60 times to repeal or to undermine the ACA. There have been multiple lawsuits filed, and countless attacks have been mounted—all with the same goal of turning the clock backwards on the progress we have made.

Before Congress passed the Affordable Care Act, employers were skyrocketing. That was before the Affordable Care Act. In the months before we passed the bill, there were months during which 14,000 people a day were losing their health insurance. Women were routinely charged more for insurance than men. If you had a preexisting condition, you may not have been able to get insurance at all; or if you lost your job or wanted a new business and had a preexisting condition, you were just out of luck.

We made great progress in improving a system that didn’t work for American families, and as a result of the ACA, more than 17 million uninsured Americans have gained health insurance. Today, young Americans can stay on their parents’ policies until they are 26. If you have a preexisting condition, you can get healthcare insurance at the standard rate; so, if you want to change jobs or start a business or start a family, you have healthcare options even if you have a preexisting condition. Further, the healthcare cost growth has slowed, resulting in the lowest annual increase in healthcare spending in at least 50 years.

It is clear that the Affordable Care Act is working and it is even clearer that we should not revert back to the way things were before the ACA when those with preexisting conditions couldn’t get health insurance, when young people had few or no coverage options, and when, of course, the costs were skyrocketing.

Once again, we are considering a bill that dismantles the law without any credible alternative to ensure that millions of Americans won’t, once again, be left out in the cold; so I urge my colleagues to protect healthcare insurance by opposing this bill.

Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. KLINE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from New York (Ms. STEFANIK), a member of the Education and the Workforce Committee.

Ms. STEFANIK. Mr. Speaker, I rise today in support of the reconciliation package.

First, I want to thank Chairman KLINE and Chairman PRICE for their instrumental work in putting this package together.

Mr. Speaker, for the past 5 years, the President’s healthcare law has led to higher costs, less access to doctors, and fewer choices. This is why it is so important to make commonsense fixes to this law.

As I travel throughout New York’s 21st District, constituents tell me they want Members of Congress to work together to ease the pain this law has created for so many North Country families and businesses. By moving employer-sponsored healthcare coverage away from a voluntary and flexible model, the President’s healthcare law has created countless penalties and mandates, including one that requires certain employers to automatically enroll their full-time employees in healthcare coverage.

This auto enrollment mandate creates confusion for my constituents, and, by triggering tax penalties, it actually creates duplicative costs for employees who might already have health insurance. For example, if veterans in my district who are eligible for TRICARE or if North Country college students stay on their parents’ healthcare plans and then get jobs, they will be automatically enrolled in unnecessary and duplicative plans unless they know about this confusing provision and decline coverage within a set amount of time.

It is redundant. It is unnecessary. It is not in line with the patient-centered healthcare system this country deserves.

The reconciliation package, which is under consideration today, would eliminate this misguided mandate, and it does not take away an employee’s ability to opt in and enroll in their employer’s healthcare coverage.

This provision accomplishes this by getting rid of the onerous and duplicative mandate known as auto enrollment. This commonsense fix will save American families and communities money. It will protect workers from a one-size-fits-all healthcare system. It saves the Federal Government billions of dollars.

I urge my colleagues to stand up for the American taxpayer and support this reconciliation package.

Mr. SCOTT of Virginia. Mr. Speaker, I yield such time as she may consume to the gentlewoman from Oregon (Ms. BONAMICI).

Ms. BONAMICI. Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to H.R. 3762, which would make getting health coverage more difficult and more expensive for millions of hardworking Americans.

Today 17 million Americans who had been uninsured now have high-quality, affordable health coverage. We should not overlook this fact. Across the country, people are now able to live their lives, to pursue careers, to start families without the looming fear that a medical emergency could bankrupt them.

The bill we are debating today would send our country back to a time when hardworking people couldn’t access preventive services, when injuries and illnesses were not only physically debilitating, but could also be financially crippling.

Imagine being diagnosed with cancer and fighting for your life to beat it and then facing the prospect of losing your home because you are torn between paying a mortgage and paying for lifesaving treatment. No one should have to face that choice.

What is especially disappointing is the fact that Members of both parties have ideas for improving the Affordable Care Act that are worthy of consideration. We just heard one from Ms. STEFANIK of New York.

I hope this bill is the first step toward common ground around issues of common interest. The House is using its time to debate an unrealistic measure that would simply push health care beyond the reach of hardworking people in communities across this country and, yet again, on top of that, try to defund Planned Parenthood.

So I urge my colleagues to join me in rejecting this bill. Let’s get back to the table and work together.

Mr. KLINE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Tennessee (Mr. ROE), the chairman of the Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor, and Pensions.

Mr. ROE of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I rise today in support of Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act. I thank Chairman KLINE, RYAN, UPTON, and PRICE and their staffs for the work and leadership on this important bill.

As a physician who spent more than 30 years caring for patients, I am keenly aware of the negative impact that the President’s healthcare law has had on the American healthcare system. The mandates, tax increases, wasteful spending, failed Web sites, co-ops, including ObamaCare, put a strain on hardworking families, and it has succeeded only in making our already-struggling economy worse.

This bill repeals the individual mandate, the employer mandate, stops the damaging and progressive Cadillac and medical device taxes, which have strong bipartisan support, and is estimated to save about $79 billion. Furthermore, it will protect workers from having to purchase insurance plans they may not want or need by excusing them from the auto enrollment provision.

This bill does not accomplish everything we need to to right the wrongs of ObamaCare, but it is a strong step in the right direction. By using the reconciliation process to repeal the most
I urge my colleagues to vote down this partisan attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act and defund Planned Parenthood. Let’s get back to solving the issues at hand.

Mr. KLINE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. THOMPSON), a member of the committee.

Mr. THOMPSON of Pennsylvania. Mr. Speaker, I yield the chairman for addressing the opportunity to address such a critical issue.

This reform package will protect taxpayer dollars while reforming some of the most egregious portions of the Affordable Care Act. As a member of the House Committee on Education and the Workforce, I am proud to support language included in this bill that would repeal the harmful auto enrollment mandate of the ACA. This provision, which would apply to companies with 200 or more employees, would otherwise move employees into a preapproved government-managed health insurance plan.

Mr. Speaker, creating more red tape and mandates was never the solution to cut costs among healthcare providers and to increase access to insurance markets. I was a freshman Member in Congress in 2009 when many of the individuals speaking today took part in a 24-hour-long markup of an earlier version of the ACA.

Mr. Speaker, some of these provisions lacked all common sense and that holds true today. Half a decade later, the Department of Labor is still struggling to find a way to enforce auto enrollment.

Say what you want about the Affordable Care Act, this plain is unworkable. Repealing this provision will save $1 billion and maintain flexibility for employers in structuring health insurance benefits for their employees.

Mr. Speaker, my Democratic colleagues on the other side of the aisle are just in denial. Since its passage, the ACA has been amended more than 50 times, and the bulk of these were changes they supported and were signed into law by the President. We should not stop there.

H.R. 3762 is the next great change to the ACA, and the American people deserve as much.

Mr. SCOTT of Virginia. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. KLINE. Mr. Speaker, could I inquire of the gentleman from Virginia how many more speakers he has?

Mr. SCOTT of Virginia. Mr. Speaker, I am prepared to close.

Mr. KLINE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. ALLEN).

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Speaker, I thank Chairman KLINE, Chairman PRICE, and Chairman UPTON for their work on this Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act, H.R. 3762.

You know, when I go out in our district, people want choice. I think the top-down elements of the Affordable Care Act are creating tremendous burdens on our people who demand that we give particularly our small business community and our employees the opportunity to have the right choice.

The Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act is important legislation that repeals many of the most harmful provisions in ObamaCare. ObamaCare has had a devastating effect since its passage. H.R. 3762 repeals the individual and employer mandates, the medical device tax, and the outrageous Cadillac tax which, again, does not allow for folks to choose the plan they want. This thereby unburdens our families and our businesses from the harmful effects of these mandates.

I came to Congress to create jobs, grow the economy, and reduce the size and scope of the Federal Government and its fiscal responsibility in Washington.

Passing a balanced budget amendment that repeals the job-killing ObamaCare provisions is a good start. Republicans in Congress are continuing to fight to rein in Washington’s spending problem and get our economy on the right track.

I stand in strong support of Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act and urge my colleagues to vote “yes” on this important legislation to give our people the opportunity to choose how they would like to have their health care rendered.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. SIMPSON). The gentleman from Virginia has 3 minutes remaining, and the gentleman from Minnesota has 30 seconds remaining.

Mr. SCOTT of Virginia. Mr. Speaker, I include in the RECORD three letters, one from the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), I urge you to oppose the budget reconciliation bill (H.R. 3762). This bill would gut the Affordable Care Act (ACA), jeopardizing the ability of millions of Americans to see a doctor, get medications or go to the hospital when needed. H.R. 3762 would create extensive upheaval in health care coverage for children, working families, retirees and individuals with disabilities.

This bill eliminates both the employer and individual responsibility requirements which the Congressional Budget Office and the Joint Committee on Taxation estimate would cause as many as 15 million to lose their health coverage, 20% of whom would be children. In the individual market, premiums would increase by an estimated 20% over premiums expected under current law. Rather than helping Americans achieve greater control of their financial security in our changed economy, H.R. 3762 would put millions at risk of financial hardship and even ruin from an unexpected illness.

This bill would repeal the Prevention and Public Health Fund, eliminating the nation’s largest single investment in prevention and
undermining efforts to bend the cost curve by preventing chronic diseases. Revealing this fund also puts our nation at risk of being unprepared for emerging epidemics and other public health crises.

We are also opposed to the repeal of the modest excise tax on the medical device industry, which has profited substantially from the expansion of health coverage under the ACA. We also oppose the elimination of federal funding for women's health services provided by Planned Parenthood for one year. This provision will block millions of women from having access to health care services.

The bill also repeals the 40% tax on high cost, employer-sponsored health benefits. We agree that the 40% tax should be repealed in order to keep health care affordable for working families. However, repeal of this tax should not be included in a bill that would eliminate health care coverage for millions of workers.

We urge you to oppose H.R. 3762.

Sincerely,

SCOTT FREY, Director of Federal Government Affairs.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

Washington, DC, October 22, 2015.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE: On behalf of the AFL-CIO, I urge you to oppose the Restoring Americans' Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act (H.R. 3762). This bill will undermine the coverage expansions of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and restrict women's access to safety-net medical services.

The ACA has enabled 171.6 million uninsured people to gain health insurance coverage. Many of these individuals—2.3 million—are young adults who are trying to establish financial independence. Many others are people who have not obtained coverage from their employer or who found coverage in the individual market to be unaffordable. We cannot take a giant step backward in expelling these individuals to the risk that their health care will be unaffordable or that a catastrophic illness will bankrupt their families. H.R. 3762 will repeal elements of the ACA, the coverage expansions to work, resulting in a loss of coverage for millions.

The reconciliation package also directly targets people for nonprofit providers of women's health care services, eliminating payments for these services for one year, or fewing providers. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that many women will lose access to medical services. Their report on the bill notes, 'The people most likely to experience reduced access to care would probably reside in areas that are either poor or not close, and those with no access to health care.'

It is simple unacceptable to cut women's coverage.

It is true that the legislation repeals the 40 percent health benefits tax, which we believe should not be part of a health reform law aimed at keeping care affordable. The tax was intended to increase the out-of-pocket costs of people with employer-based coverage so they would use fewer services, thereby reducing expenditures on health care. We oppose this policy because it will shift costs to workers without directly addressing the major cost drivers in the healthcare system. However, repeal of the tax does not belong in legislation intended to eliminate coverage for millions of workers.

We urge you to vote against this harmful bill.

WILLIAM SAMUKI, Director, Government Affairs Department.
We saw in this House just yesterday the spectacle of a kangaroo court-style special Benghazi hearing, using taxpayers’ dollars, engaged in a political witch hunt, abuse of power, misuse of taxpayer dollars, and in fact the Republican majority leader himself, Mr. McCaul, testified that the hearing was all about bringing down Secretary Clinton’s poll numbers.

Then, just earlier this week, we pretended, in passing a piece of legislation, that the United States doesn’t have to pay all the bills that are due and owing. We passed a piece of legislation that says we will only pay some of our bills but not all of our bills. No American citizen can get up in the morning and say: “You know what? I am not going to pay my mortgage bill. I will only pay my car payment.” When a country like the United States puts its full faith and credit at risk, it puts the entire economy of our country and the international economic order at risk.

But to add insult to injury, in passing a piece of legislation that said the United States will only pay some of our bills, so forget about that full faith and credit, we passed legislation that says, we are going to pay the big bondholders first. So China gets paid first. Wall Street gets paid first. Troops don’t get paid. Veterans don’t get paid. Doctors providing Medicare services, they don’t get paid.

Now, for the 61st time, passing a piece of legislation to dismantle the Affordable Care Act, which, according to the analysis of the Congressional Budget Office, will cost 15 million Americans access to affordable health care, including 3 million children.

Now, I have heard some of our colleagues come to the floor and say, well, we want to improve the Affordable Care Act in certain ways. We understand the Affordable Care Act is not perfect, but a piece of legislation that takes away affordable health care from 15 million Americans, that is nothing to celebrate. That is nothing to be proud of. We shouldn’t be doing that here on the floor of the House, taking away access to health care for women at places like Planned Parenthood, when the chairman of the Oversight Committee, Mr. CHAFFETZ, has also stated on national television that they are going to pay the big bondholders first, and we are going to pay China first—to dismantle the Affordable Care Act or attempting to do it for the 61st time. They were us working on the important issues.

A few weeks from now, our national transportation infrastructure system is going to run out of money. In just a few more weeks, the Federal Government will shut down if we can’t come together and work something out. I have introduced the Prevent a Government Shutdown Act. I tried to get a vote on it here on the floor today, but the Committee on Rules said no. Their priority was the�行putation the 61st time, to dismantle the Affordable Care Act, even at the cost of 15 million Americans’ affordable health insurance.

Mr. Speaker, let’s get on with the big issues of this country. Let’s invest in our infrastructure. Let’s shut down some of the tax loopholes that pervertedly incentivize American corporations to move jobs and capital overseas and invest it here at home. Let’s make sure we lift the unproductive caps, sequester caps that are slowing down economic growth right now, according to the Congressional Budget Office. Let’s invest in our kids’ education. Let’s invest in scientific research, and let’s do it while we shut down some of these ridiculous tax breaks for hedge fund managers. We should end this inversion that is going on where U.S. corporations just change their address to some tax haven overseas to escape their responsibility to the American taxpayers and their country.

We have got a lot of pressing issues to take care of—instead, Benghazi, pay China first, pass this legislation to take away health care from 15 million Americans, including 3 million American kids.

We can do better. We can do a lot better, Mr. Speaker. Let’s defeat this legislation and get on with the real work of the American people.

Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself the balance of my time.

Mr. Speaker, as I mentioned at the outset of this, we heard a lot of things talked about on the other side, many of which had nothing to do with the piece of legislation before us.

What are we talking about with this legislation? It’s the harmful effects of ObamaCare. What has ObamaCare actually done? 7.5 million Americans paid the individual mandate tax in 2014, an average of about $200. That is going up in terms of numbers and in terms of dollars.

Sixty-seven percent of the American people have seen increased deductibles since this law went into place, so much so that many individuals aren’t able to pay their deductible, which means they are denied care, they don’t have care. They may have coverage, but they don’t have health care. A premium increase of $3,775, on average, instead of the $2,500 premium decrease that was promised by the President.

The co-ops, the cooperative program, will cost $2.4 billion, yet more than 200,000 Americans will lose coverage from the co-op program because it doesn’t work, like the rest of this law.

Mr. Speaker, the majority of the American people continue to oppose this law. Why? Let me suggest to you it is because the principles of health care have been violated by the law.

We all want a system that is affordable for everybody. Does that occur in ObamaCare? No.

We want a system that is accessible for everybody. Is that the case in ObamaCare? Absolutely not.

We want a system of the highest quality of care. As a formerly practicing physician, I can tell you that my former colleagues tell me that the quality is going down.

We want a system that is full of innovation and responsiveness to the patients and choices for patients. Have any of those increased in ObamaCare? No. No. No.

That is the problem, Mr. Speaker. That is the problem that we have, and that is that the principles of health care are violated.

What does this bill before us today do? It reduces the deficit by nearly $130 billion. It increases gross domestic product by over $55 billion. It eliminates the work disincentives and increases the labor supply. That means more jobs, Mr. Speaker. It increases our investment, which means more jobs. It decreases Federal borrowing. That means more jobs and a healthier economy.

Who is supporting the bill? All these groups are supporting the bill. In fact, Mr. Speaker, we have 42 individual groups supporting the bill: Susan B. Anthony List, Family Research Council, Americans for Tax Reform, National Taxpayers Union, Concerned Women for America, National Right to Life Committee, National Retail Federation, Americans for Prosperity, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Small Business and Entrepreneurship Council, Americans United for Life, and on and on and on. They support this because they know that this is what the American people want and it is what they deserve.

SUSAN B. ANTHONY LIST, October 21, 2015.

US House of Representatives, Washington, DC. DEAR REPRESENTATIVE, On behalf of the Susan B. Anthony List (SBA List) and our 386,000 members nationwide, I urge you to
support the “Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act” (H.R. 3762).

This bill blocks a large portion of federal funding to Planned Parenthood, America’s largest seller of abortions, for one year. The funding is instead re-directed to community health centers, which provide comprehensive health care for women but do not perform abortions.

Planned Parenthood does not need or deserve federal funding. Most recently, undercover videos show that Planned Parenthood, America’s largest abortion business, has been engaged in unethical and possibly illegal practices. Connections to human trafficking of unborn children’s organs for profit.

These videos offer just a glimpse into the abortion industry’s day-to-day horrific practices. Over one million abortions are performed annually in the United States, with nearly 300,000 occurring in Planned Parenthood facilities, all the way up to 24 weeks of pregnancy, past the time when recent studies show that a substantial percentage of these children can be saved with the best techniques of modern perinatal medicine.

Regardless of whether Americans identify as pro-life or pro-choice, we should all be able to agree that taxpayer dollars should not be subsidizing an already cash-flush industry.

Instead, these tax dollars would be put to better use at local community health centers, which provide all the same health services Planned Parenthood does (and usually more), but do not perform brutal abortions and harvest body parts.

Finally, this bill would repeal parts of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which SBA List has long opposed because of its anti-life provisions.

For these reasons, I urge you to support this pro-life, pro-woman bill.

Sincerely,

MARGORIE DANNENFELSER
President, Susan B. Anthony List.

FAMILY RESEARCH COUNCIL,

DEAR SPEAKER BOEHNER AND DEMOCRATIC LEADER PELOSI: I write to share the strong concern for NRF and the greater retail community.

The bill also would repeal the employer mandate, allowing individuals to refuse to purchase insurance where there are no or few pro-life alternatives. This is especially relevant for individuals who live in 28 states that have adopted the Hyde Amendment, which defunds abortion.

While an effort to defund Planned Parenthood has been blocked in the Senate due to the 60 vote cloture threshold, we believe an effort to defund a significant portion of PPFAs federal funding through the reconciliation process, which is subject to a 51 vote threshold, is entirely appropriate and necessary.

NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION, Washington, DC, October 22, 2015.

DAVID N. O’STEEEN, PH.D,
Executive Director.

Douglas D. Johnson,
Legislative Director.

NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION,

DEAR SPEAKER BOEHNER AND DEMOCRATIC LEADER PELOSI: I write to share the strong concern for NRF and the greater retail community.

The ACA adversely influences the individual mandate removes penalties. However, repeal of the employer mandate grants employers the option to forgo health care coverage and thereby escape the HHS pre-existing conditions mandate, sometimes called the “contraception mandate”, in which all employers offering group coverage must provide 100% of birth control costs that provide services that can cause abortion in violation against their conscience.

With respect to H.R. 3762, we particularly endorse the components that would repeal the Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB) and the “excess benefits tax” (“Cadillac Tax”), both dangerous mechanisms that would ultimately contribute to the rationing of lifesaving care.

We urge that you vote for the Rule, oppose any Motion to Reconsider, and vote to pass this vital pro-life bill.

Sincerely,

CAROL TOBIS,
President.

NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION,

DEAR SPEAKER BOEHNER AND DEMOCRATIC LEADER PELOSI: I write to share the strong concern for NRF and the greater retail community.

The ACA adversely influences the individual mandate removes penalties. However, repeal of the employer mandate grants employers the option to forgo health care coverage and thereby escape the HHS pre-existing conditions mandate, sometimes called the “contraception mandate”, in which all employers offering group coverage must provide 100% of birth control costs that provide services that can cause abortion in violation against their conscience.

With respect to H.R. 3762, we particularly endorse the components that would repeal the Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB) and the “excess benefits tax” (“Cadillac Tax”), both dangerous mechanisms that would ultimately contribute to the rationing of lifesaving care.

We urge that you vote for the Rule, oppose any Motion to Reconsider, and vote to pass this vital pro-life bill.

Sincerely,

CAROL TOBIS,
President.

NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION,

DEAR SPEAKER BOEHNER AND DEMOCRATIC LEADER PELOSI: I write to share the strong concern for NRF and the greater retail community.

The ACA adversely influences the individual mandate removes penalties. However, repeal of the employer mandate grants employers the option to forgo health care coverage and thereby escape the HHS pre-existing conditions mandate, sometimes called the “contraception mandate”, in which all employers offering group coverage must provide 100% of birth control costs that provide services that can cause abortion in violation against their conscience.

With respect to H.R. 3762, we particularly endorse the components that would repeal the Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB) and the “excess benefits tax” (“Cadillac Tax”), both dangerous mechanisms that would ultimately contribute to the rationing of lifesaving care.

We urge that you vote for the Rule, oppose any Motion to Reconsider, and vote to pass this vital pro-life bill.

Sincerely,

CAROL TOBIS,
President.

NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION,
staffing patterns, discourages full-time employment and adds to the cost of goods in retail stores. NRF opposed enactment of the ACA in 2010 but has also worked steadfastly to change the provisions that are undermining the employer-sponsored health care system.

Many important retail priorities to change and improve the ACA are included in H.R. 3762. Repealing the employer mandate, the already harmful Cadillac Tax and automatic enrollment, repealing the medical device tax, repealing the individual mandate and the employer mandate and adding to the cost of goods in retail stores. NRF opposed enactment of the ACA in 2010 but has also worked steadfastly to change the provisions that are undermining the employer-sponsored health care system. This legislation at his first opportunity.

To THE HON. U.S. REPRESENTATIVES: The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the world’s largest business federation representing the interests of more than three million businesses of all sizes, sectors, and regions, as well as state and local chambers and industry associations, and dedicated to promoting, protecting, and defending America’s free enterprise system, supports severing provisions in H.R. 3762, the “Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 2015.”

Key provisions in H.R. 3762 would repeal many of the most harmful sections of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Indeed, repealing the employer mandate, the 40% excise tax on so-called “high-cost” employer sponsored health plans, the medical device tax, and auto-enrollment requirements would help control increasing health care costs and protect the employer-sponsored health care system.

De to the tremendous harm that these particular ACA provisions are causing employers and consumers alike, the Chamber urges you to support H.R. 3762 and repeal the provisions in the ACA that are undermining the employer-sponsored health care system that over 180 million Americans rely on for their health care benefits.

Sincerely,

R. BRUCE JOSTEN
Senior Vice President, Government Relations.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Washington, DC, October 22, 2015.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVES, Since President Obama’s healthcare law went into effect two years ago, the American people have been saddled with cancelled healthcare plans, higher taxes, and premium increases of at least half of more than 2.8 million Americans for Prosperity activists in all 50 states, I write in support of the “Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 2015” (H.R. 3762) because it would relieve the American people of many of ObamaCare’s most significant burdens.

As part of its all-out strategy to consistently endorse many of these reforms in the past in standalone legislation—repealing the mandates on individuals and employers, repealing the excise tax on high cost employer-sponsored health plans, and repealing the Prevention and Public Health Fund. Overall, the reforms included in this package represent significant steps as we work toward full repeal of the President’s healthcare law.

The reforms included in this package enjoy broad bipartisan support. Earlier this year, 46 House Democrats joined 234 of their Republican colleagues in signing the standalone legislation to repeal the medical device tax (H.R. 160). Current legislation repealing the so-called “Cadillac tax” (H.R. 2000) has 146 Democrats and 19 Republicans listed as co-sponsors. Past Congresses approved legislation repealing the ObamaCare Shush Fund (H.R. 1217) and delaying the individual mandate (H.R. 4015) with bipartisan votes, as well.

We encourage you to support the reconciliation package when it comes to the floor for a vote. Thank you for your consistent leadership on this important issue.

Sincerely,

BRENT GARDNER,
Vice President of Government Affairs,
Americans for Prosperity,

SMALL BUSINESS & ENTREPRENEURSHIP COUNCIL,
Vienna, VA, October 21, 2015.

HON. TOM PRICE,
Chairman, Committee on the Budget,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DEAR CHAIRMAN PRICE: On behalf of the 100,000 members of the Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council (SBE Council), I am pleased to support H.R. 3762, the “Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 2015.”

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), commonly referred to as ObamaCare, is raising health insurance costs for small businesses and the self-employed, increasing deductibles on policies, increasing patient’s out-of-pocket exposure, and limiting health care choices. Higher costs and more regulatory hurdles mean less investment and fewer jobs being created by small businesses.

H.R. 3762 repeals several important provisions of ObamaCare. Among other provisions, it would repeal the individual mandate that forces all Americans to buy expensive health insurance; repeals the employer mandate that forces America’s job creators to provide health insurance or pay taxes; repeals the Cadillac tax on robust health insurance plans; repeals the medical device tax that is adversely impacting innovative small companies that dominate the medical device industry; and repeals the Independent Physicians Advisory Board (IPAB) that would determine medical providers. Thank you for your leadership on this issue. SBE Council looks forward to working with you to advance H.R. 3762 into law.

Sincerely,

KAREN KERRIGAN,
President and CEO,

AMERICANS UNITED FOR LIFE ACTION,
Washington, DC, October 21, 2015.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE: On behalf of Americans United for Life Action—the legislative arm of Americans United for Life, the legal architects of the prolif movement, I urge you to support continued efforts in the House to defund abortion providers, including Planned Parenthood, by voting for H.R. 3762, the “Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act.”

AUL is grateful to House leadership for taking concrete actions to investigate Planned Parenthood in three Committees and supporting continued defunding abortion providers in H.R. 3762 is further evidence of House leadership’s commitment to Life, which we urge you to support.

AUL Action has long called on Congress to disentangle the American taxpayer from the Abortion Industry. The video footage recently released by the Center for Medical Progress (CMP) capturing Planned Parenthood’s top doctors and other personnel disclosing a practice of purchasing and dismembering parts of aborted babies in exchange for money has shocked the conscience of the nation. Planned Parenthood’s abhorrent and potentially illegal behavior defunded by the CMP is further proof that subsidizing Planned Parenthood is an inappropriate use of taxpayer dollars.

Planned Parenthood’s Senior Medical Director, Dr. Deborah Nucatola, discussed in one of the videos how she strategically located the abortions to best harvest their hearts, lungs and livers. These videos shed light for the American people to see Planned Parenthood for what it truly is—the abortion industry that puts profits ahead of anything else.

The recorded conversations also raise serious concern that Planned Parenthood may be violating federal fetal tissue trafficking laws, the Partial Birth Abortion Ban—a law that Planned Parenthood’s Dr. Nucatolaflip-panently describes as “open to interpretation”—and the federal Born Alive Infant Protection Act. As Americans United for Life has documented, Planned Parenthood’s hosting of baby bounties is further evidence of a growing list of scandals that should make Planned Parenthood ineligible for the tremendous amount of taxpayer dollars it takes in every year.

In FY 2014, Planned Parenthood reported that 40 percent of its nearly $1.3 billion in revenue came at the taxpayers’ expense. A report issued by the Internal Accountability Office in March 2015 documented that Planned Parenthood receives half a billion dollars annually from federal and joint federal-state programs. The federal government has a responsibility to the American people to ensure the integrity of these programs. The taxpayers have a responsibility to the American people to ensure the integrity of these programs.

This bill would explicitly permit a state to defund abortion providers and facilities where abortions are performed from its Medicaid program. AUL Action scored in favor of this important piece of legislation and urges the Senate to take up the companion piece of legislation, S. 2159, sponsored by Sen. David Vitter (R-LA).

I hope you will support continued efforts in the House to disentangle the taxpayer from the scandal ridden abortion industry by voting for passage of H.R. 3762, the “Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act.”

Sincerely,

CHAIRMANNY YOEST, Ph.D.,
President & CEO, Americans United for Life Action.

Mr. TOM PRICE of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, what the American people have heard and seen today is a real contrast. There is no doubt about it. On the one hand, those of us here this side of the aisle are fighting to protect the American people from the harm that ObamaCare is doing to our healthcare system and to our economy.
On the other hand, most of our friends on the other side of the aisle are doing everything that they can to protect a broken status quo. They are defending a law that is contributing to higher healthcare costs, to less access to care, to lower quality of care, and an economic mess that is leaving too many Americans behind.

Interestingly enough, many of the provisions in the bill that we are talking about today have enjoyed bipartisan support in the past. When our Democratic colleagues bemoan the fact that we are actually trying to provide folks relief from the individual mandate or the employer mandate or the punitive taxes on medical innovation and the onerous provisions within ObamaCare, their protestations simply ring hollow.

I don’t doubt their sincerity. I am sure that our friends believe that, with enough Washington bureaucratic engineering, they can craft a healthcare system that seemingly effectively serve the American people, despite the evidence that proves otherwise. We fundamentally disagree.

We think a healthcare system that is responsive to the needs of patients and families and physicians will not come by way of Washington decree or mandates or tax penalties. We think that if you want to increase quality, affordable health care, if you want to improve the responsiveness of our system, then you need to trust the American people, trust them to make decisions for themselves and for their families rather than try to force them into some Washington-created definition of care.

The legislation we have been debating today will provide strong relief from the most coercive components of the President’s healthcare law. It will pave the way for the sort of patient-centered healthcare reform that we ought to be implementing. In doing so, it will save the American taxpayer $150 billion over the next 10 years by lowering the amount of deficit spending we see here in Washington, and it will expand economic growth and opportunity.

Mr. Speaker, I want to thank my colleagues so very, very much. I want to thank the chairs of the Committees on Education and the Workforce, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, and their committee members. I want to thank my colleagues here in this Chamber for this spirited and important debate. I look forward to the American people having the opportunity to learn more about who is really fighting to protect and promote the ability of patients and families and doctors to make medical decisions, not Washington, D.C.

I urge support of this measure.

Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. GREEN of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I rise in strong opposition to H.R. 3762, the budget reconciliation bill. This bill is little more than a partisan attack on the health coverage for millions of Americans and access to women’s health care.

This legislation is the 61st repeal vote on the Affordable Care Act, which has succeeded in expanding health care coverage to over 17 million Americans, including nearly 20,000 residents in the 29th District of Texas.

Included in this legislation is a repeal of the Prevention and Public Health Fund, the federal government’s only dedicated investment in prevention and the nation’s largest single investment in prevention. The Prevention Fund was enacted as part of ACA in response to the overwhelming bipartisan support for prevention efforts and recognition of the lack of targeted and sustained federal initiatives to address chronic and costly illnesses.

This bill would also strip funding for Planned Parenthood for 2016. Eliminating federal support for Planned Parenthood would limit or prevent women from accessing important health services such as contraception, cancer screenings, and STI tests and treatment. Withdrawal of other health care providers who serve low-income patients would be the ones most likely to experience barriers to care.

As the current ranking member of the Health Subcommittee, I have dedicated endless hours authoring the Affordable Care Act six years ago, I ask my Republican colleagues to offer reasonable proposals to improve ACA.

Thank you the current law that I and many of my Democratic colleagues on this side of the aisle would find to be consider changing. Unfortunately, the bill before the House today is another extreme proposal that would gut the heart out of ACA and take away the health coverage for millions of Americans. Mr. Speaker, we will not let that happen. ACA has been beyond the wishes of its supporters and the most important expansion of health care coverage since Medicare and Medicaid while slowing the growth of health care prices in nearly half a century.

I urge my colleagues to vote against this extreme proposal. President Obama has already said he will veto this bill if it reaches his desk. I promise that his veto will be sustained by Congress.

Ms. JACKSON LEE, Mr. Speaker, I request that this article from White House Blog en titled, “The Facts Behind the Care: Joanne W.” be made a part of the record in this debate.

Joanne was able to sign up for Medicare at 66. Her doctor told her there was an advance- ment to Medicare through ACA. After being on disability with no other health insurance, Joanne went in for a free annual wellness check once she had Medicare. At that very check-up, her doctor detected she had carotid artery stenosis—a condition that has no early symptoms, but if not treated can lead to a stroke or cardiac arrest. Because it was detected early, it was immediately given medication and advice on diet and exercise.

“Who would have thought after all my support for the ACA, my life would be saved by it,” she wrote in a letter to the President.

Mr. BLUMENAUER, Mr. Speaker, today, I will vote against H.R. 3762, the Restoring American’s Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act. This legislation is not a serious effort at deficit reduction. Rather it is an assault on the American public by gutting the Affordable Care Act.

Mr. BLUMENAUER. Mr. Speaker, today, I will vote against H.R. 3762, the Restoring American’s Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act. This legislation is not a serious effort at deficit reduction. Rather it is an assault on the American public by gutting the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which has resulted in millions of Americans losing their health insurance. The provision to provide catastrophic levels of care, which would cost taxpayers over $100 billion each year.

This legislation is the 61st repeal vote on the Affordable Care Act, which has succeeded in expanding health care coverage to over 17 million Americans, including nearly 20,000 residents in the 29th District of Texas.

Included in this legislation is a repeal of the Prevention and Public Health Fund, the federal government’s only dedicated investment in prevention and the nation’s largest single investment in prevention. The Prevention Fund was enacted as part of ACA in response to the overwhelming bipartisan support for prevention efforts and recognition of the lack of targeted and sustained federal initiatives to address chronic and costly illnesses.

This bill would also strip funding for Planned Parenthood for 2016. Eliminating federal support for Planned Parenthood would limit or prevent women from accessing important health services such as contraception, cancer screenings, and STI tests and treatment. Withdrawal of other health care providers who serve low-income patients would be the ones most likely to experience barriers to care.

Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. NADLER changed his vote from "aye" to "no.

Mr. YOUNG of Indiana changed his vote from "no" to "aye.

So the bill was passed.

The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.

### THE JOURNAL

#### LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM

(Mr. HOYER asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute.)

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Speaker, I yield to my friend, Mr. MCCARTHY, the majority leader, for purposes of telling us what the schedule will be for next week.

I yield to my friend.

Mr. MCCARTHY. I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Before I get into next week's schedule, I do want to thank the gentleman for joining me in the Second Congressional Hackathon.

Today's Hackathon is an opportunity to bring people together in an innovative and modernized Congress. We must not only keep up with the technology sector but be a leader in the technology sector. As a member of the Financial Services Committee, I do want to thank the gentleman for his leadership in the Hackathon.

I want to thank the gentleman's staff as well as the Clerk's office for their work on today's Hackathon.

Mr. Speaker, on Monday, the House will meet at noon for morning-hour and 2 p.m. for legislative business. Votes will be postponed until 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday. The House will meet at 10 a.m. for Legislative business on Thursday, the House will meet at 9 a.m. for legislative business. Last votes of the week are expected no later than 3 p.m. On Friday, no votes are expected in the House.

Mr. Speaker, the House will consider a number of suspensions next week, including a necessary short-term extension of the authorities under the highway trust fund. A complete list of suspensions will be announced by close of business today.

In addition, the House will consider H.R. 1090, the Retail Investor Protection Act, sponsored by Representative ANN WAGNER. This bill provides relief from the Department of Labor's proposed rule to redefine "fiduciary." Once finalized, the Department's rule will shut out millions of low- and middle-income investors from getting retirement savings advice. Instead, our bill will ensure coordination between the Department and the Securities and Exchange Commission to determine whether it is necessary to establish a uniform standard.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, the House will also need to consider legislation relating to the Nation's debt limit.

I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. HOYER. I thank the gentleman for that information, and I want to join him. He and I both had the opportunity to speak to participants in the Hackathon that is going on as we speak. Mr. Cantor and I were cooperative in this effort as well, and Mr. MCCARTHY and I have continued this.